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Abstract. Generalized Baxter’s TQ-relations and the QQ-system are systems of alge-
braic relations in the category O of representations of the Borel subalgebra of the quantum
affine algebra Uq(ĝ), which we established in our earlier works [FH1, FH2]. In the present
paper, we conjecture a family of analogous relations labeled by elements of the Weyl group
W of g, so that the original relations correspond to the identity element. These relations
are closely connected to the W -symmetry of q-characters established in [FH3]. We prove
these relations for all w ∈ W if g has rank two, and we prove the extended TQ-relations
if w is a simple reflection. We also generalize our results and conjectures to the shifted
quantum affine algebras.
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1. Introduction

Let g be a finite-dimensional simple Lie algebra over C and I the set of vertices of its
Dynkin diagram. Let Uq(ĝ) be the corresponding quantum affine algebra of level 0 and

Uq(b̂) its Borel subalgebra, defined in terms of the Drinfeld-Jimbo generators of Uq(ĝ). In
[HJ], M. Jimbo and one of the authors introduced the category O whose objects are repre-

sentations of Uq(b̂) (possibly infinite-dimensional) that have a weight space decomposition
with finite-dimensional weight components satisfying a certain condition (see Definition
2.10). It contains the category of finite-dimensional representations of Uq(ĝ) (of type 1) as
a subcategory.

In this paper we study various algebraic relations in the (completed) Grothendieck ring
K0(O) of the category O, and the corresponding relations on q-characters. They can be
viewed as extensions of the generalized Baxter TQ-relations and the QQ-system. Here’s a
brief summary of these relations and their connection to the spectra of commuting quantum
Hamiltonians of the XXZ-type model associated to Uq(ĝ).

(1) The TQ-relations are generalizations of the celebrated Baxter TQ-relation of the

quantum XXZ model corresponding to the quantum affine algebra Uq(ŝl2):

(1.1) Ta = u
Qaq2

Qa
+ u−1Qaq−2

Qa
.

It can be viewed (see e.g. [FH1]) as a relation in K0(O), with Ta = [L(Yaq−1)], the class

of the two-dimensional representation of the Borel subalgebra of Uq(ŝl2) (the restriction of

the fundamental representation of Uq(ŝl2)); Qa = [L(Ψa)], the class of its prefundamental
representation; and u is the class of a one-dimensional representation (these notions will be
introduced below).

There are analogues of this relation in the ring K0(O) for an arbitrary Lie algebra g and
any finite-dimensional irreducible representation V of Uq(ĝ), which were proved in [FH1].
The starting point is the observation that the RHS of formula (1.1) can be obtained by
replacing the variable Ya appearing in the q-character of the two-dimensional representation
L(Yaq−1),

χq(L(Yaq−1)) = Yaq−1 + Y −1
aq ,

with the ratio u−1
Qaq−1

Qaq
.
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Likewise, in general one should replace each variable Yi,a, i ∈ I, appearing in the q-

character χq(V ) of a finite-dimensional representation V of Uq(ĝ) with the ratio u−1
i

Qi,aq−1
i

Qi,aqi
,

where Qi,a = [L(Ψi,a)], the class of the ith prefundamental representation in K0(O), qi = qdi

with di being the length of the ith simple root, and ui is the class of a one-dimensional
representation. By equating the resulting expression with [V ], we obtain a relation in the
field of fractions of K0(O) (and clearing the denominators, we obtain a polynomial relation
in K0(O)). This is the generalized Baxter TQ-relation associated to the representation V
of Uq(ĝ) proved in [FH1] (following a conjecture of N. Reshetikhin and one of the authors
in [FR]).

(2) Using the universal R-matrix of Uq(ĝ), for any finite-dimensional representation U of
Uq(ĝ) we obtain a homomorphism from K0(O) to EndC(U)[[z]] sending a representation W
to the corresponding transfer-matrix tW (z)|U acting on U . Then the above TQ-relations
become the relations on the joint eigenvalues of these transfer-matrices on U , which are the
commuting quantum Hamiltonians of the XXZ-type integrable model associated to Uq(ĝ).

In [FH1], we proved that if U is a tensor product of finite-dimensional irreducible rep-
resentations of Uq(ĝ), then all eigenvalues of the transfer-matrix corresponding to the ith
prefundamental representation Li,a are polynomials in z (the degrees of these polynomials
can be found from the weight of the corresponding eigenvector) up to a universal func-
tion that is determined by U . This generalizes Baxter’s description of the spectrum of
the commuting quantum Hamiltonians of the XXZ model (which corresponds to g = sl2).
For other representations, the eigenvalues will have different analytic properties (see e.g.
[BLZ1, BLZ2, BLZ3]).

(3) Next, we discuss the QQ-system. To motivate it, let us rewrite the relation (1.1) for
g = sl2 as a second-order q2-difference equation satisfied by Qa (we set u = 1 to simplify
the formula)

(1.2) (D2 − Taq2D + 1)Qa = 0,

where D · fa = faq2 . There is a unique second solution Q̃a of equation (1.2) such that the

q2-difference Wronskian of Qa and Q̃a is equal to 1:

(1.3) Q̃aqQaq−1 − Q̃aq−1Qaq = 1.

It is a remarkable fact that equation (1.3) can also be interpreted as a relation in K0(O),

with Q̃ = [L(Ψ−1
a )], the class of another representation of the Borel subalgebra of Uq(ŝl2)

which we denote by L(Ψ−1
a ), up to a normalization factor. This is the QQ-system for g = sl2

(it consists of a single equation in this case).
For a general simple Lie algebra g, an analogous system was discovered by D. Masoero,

A. Raimondo, and D. Valeri in [MRV1, MRV2] in the context of affine opers, which were
introduced in [FF]. In [FH2], motivated by [MRV1, MRV2] and the Langlands duality
conjecture of [FF] expressing the spectra of the quantum KdV Hamiltonians in terms of
affine opers, we interpreted the QQ-system of [MRV1, MRV2] as a relation in K0(O). It
has the form

(1.4) Q̃i,aqiQi,aq−1
i
− a−1

i Q̃i,aq−1
i

Qi,aqi
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=
∏

j,Ci,j=−1

Qj,a

∏
j,Ci,j=−2

Qj,aqQj,aq−1

∏
j,Ci,j=−3

Qj,aq2Qj,aQj,aq−2 ,

where Qi,a is the class of L(Ψi,a) divided by its ordinary character and Q̃i,a is the class of

another simple representation divided by its ordinary character and by the factor (1− a−1
i )

(where a−1
i is the class of a one-dimensional representation corresponding to the negative

ith simple root). (Note that in [MRV1, MRV2] and [FH2], this system was referred to

as the QQ̃-system.) Hence we can again interpret it as a universal system of relations in
K0(O), from which the QQ-systems satisfied by the joint eigenvalues of the corresponding
transfer-matrices follow automatically.

In [FKSZ] (see also [KZ]), the QQ-system for simply-laced g was interpreted in terms
of the Miura (G, q)-opers (for non-simply laced g, the QQ-system arising from (G, q)-opers
corresponds to the folded quantum integrable system of XXZ type introduced in [FHR]).

(4) There is also a similar system (with additive shifts instead of multiplication by qn)
for the XXX-type model associated to the Yangian Y (g), which similarly implies the QQ-
systems on the joint eigenvalues of the corresponding transfer-matrices. It was first con-
structed in [MV] in the framework of discrete Miura opers. In the framework of represen-
tation theory of Yangians, the QQ-system for g = gln was proved in [BFLMS] following
[T]. In the case of g = so2n, analogous results were obtained recently in [FFK, EV]. These
results have been generalized (conjecturally) to all simply-laced Lie algebras in [ESV].

Remark 1.1. In both cases (quantum affine algebras and Yangians), the QQ-system implies
(under a genericity assumption) that the roots of the polynomial parts of the Qi,a’s satisfy
the so-called Bethe Ansatz equations. These equations were previously used to describe
the eigenvalues of the transfer-matrices. However, we consider the QQ-system as more
fundamental than Bethe Ansatz equations because the eigenvalues of the transfer-matrices
automatically satisfy the QQ-system, as explained above, whereas Bethe Ansatz equations
(for a general Lie algebra g) originally appeared as an educated guess from analyzing explicit
formulas for eigenvectors and eigenvalues. It was indeed a good guess since we can now link
solutions of these Bethe Ansatz equations to the eigenvalues of the transfer-matrices via the
QQ-system (under a genericity assumption).

(5) In [MRV1, MRV2], the QQ-system (1.4) was obtained on the “dual side” of the
Langlands correspondence proposed in [FF]; namely, from solutions of differential equations
defined by affine opers. In the same paper, it was shown that in fact, there is a whole family
of coupled QQ-systems labeled by elements of the Weyl group W of g. Namely, there are
natural variables Qw(ωi),a, where w ∈ W, i ∈ I, a ∈ C×, such that the old variables Qi,a

and Q̃i,a are identified with Qωi,a (i.e. w = e) and Qsi(ωi),a (i.e. w = si, the ith simple
reflection from W ), respectively. These variables satisfy the equations

Qwsi(ωi),aqiQw(ωi),aq
−1
i
−Qwsi(ωi),aq

−1
i

Qw(ωi),aqi

=
∏

j,Ci,j=−1

Qw(ωj),a

∏
j,Ci,j=−2

Qw(ωj),aqQw(ωj),aq−1

∏
j,Ci,j=−3

Qw(ωj),aq2Qw(ωj),aQw(ωj),aq−2 ,

(here we have suppressed some coefficients analogous to the a−1
i appearing in relations (1.4);

the precise form of these relations can be found in Theorem 5.6 below).
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These equations also appear naturally from the Miura (G, q)-opers [FKSZ], and their
additive analogues appear from the discrete Miura opers [MV]. The latter have been inter-
preted as relations on representations of Yangians in [T, BFLMS, FFK, EV, ESV].

Thus, one obtains a family of QQ-systems labeled by w ∈W , with the original equations
corresponding to w = e (note that these equations are coupled to each other in a non-trivial
way). It is called the extended QQ-system.

It is natural to ask whether the equations of the extended QQ-system can be interpreted
as relations in K0(O). In particular, what representations from the category O correspond
to the variables Qw(ωi),a with w 6= 1? This was our first motivating question for the present
paper.

Our second motivating question was: are there w-analogues of the TQ-systems with Qi,a

replaced by Qw(ωi),a, w ∈W?
In this paper we tackle these, and some other related, questions. We conjecture that

the answer to each of these two questions is affirmative. In particular, we conjecture (and
prove for g of rank up to 2) that if we set Qw(ωi),a = [L(Ψw(ωi),a)], the class of a particular
representation from the category O defined below, times a constant normalization factor,
then these Qw(ωi),a’s will indeed satisfy the extended QQ-system (see Conjecture 5.9).

(6) While investigating these questions, we asked whether there is a natural action of
the Weyl group on the ring where the q-characters of representations from O take values,
such that when we apply w ∈ W to the (renormalized) q-character of L(Ψi,a)), we obtain
the q-character of L(Ψw(ωi),a). In our previous paper [FH3] we showed that one can indeed
define such an action.

More precisely, we defined an action of the Weyl group W of g on a direct sum of
completions of the ring Y = Z[Y ±1

i,a ]i∈I,a∈C× (this is the ring where the q-characters of finite-

dimensional representations of Uq(ĝ) take values), such that the subring of invariants of
the action of W in Y is spanned by the q-characters of finite-dimensional representations
of the quantum affine algebra Uq(ĝ) (see Theorem 3.13 below). Thus, the Grothendieck
ring of the category of finite-dimensional representations of Uq(ĝ) is realized as the ring of
invariants of an action of the Weyl group, much like the Grothendieck ring of the category
of finite-dimensional representations of the Lie algebra g.

(7) The Weyl group action that we constructed in [FH3] has led us to conjecture a
q-character formula for the representations L(Ψw(ωi),a) for all w ∈ W (Conjecture 4.8).

Namely, χq(L(Ψw(ωi),a)) satisfies the q2
i -difference equation

(1.5) [w(ωi)]
χq(L(Ψw(ωi),aq

−1
i

))

χq(L(Ψw(ωi),aqi))
= Θw(Yi,a),

where Θw is the action of the element w ∈ W that we have constructed in [FH3] and
[w(ωi)] corresponds to an invertible one-dimensional representation defined below. This
fixes χq(L(Ψw(ωi),a)) up to a constant (i.e. spectral parameter-independent) factor.

We have previously proved formula (1.5) for w = e in [FH1] (see formula (3.5) below)
and w = si in [FH2, FHR] (see Theorem 3.11 below). In the present paper we prove it for
all w ∈W for Lie algebras g of rank 2.
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In Theorem 4.5 we compute Θw(Yi,a), which enables us to pin down the q-character
of L(Ψw(ωi),a) up to a constant factor. The W -invariance of the q-characters of finite-
dimensional representations of Uq(ĝ) proved in [FH3] then gives us (modulo Conjecture 4.8)
the sought-after extended Baxter TQ-relations in K0(O) (see Conjecture 3.9 and Corollary
4.11). Namely, let V be an irreducible finite-dimensional representation of Uq(ĝ). Equating
[V ] with the expression obtained by replacing in the q-character χq(V ) every Yi,a, i ∈ I,
with

Yi,a 7→ [w(ωi)]
[L(Ψw(ωi),aq

−1
i

)]

[L(Ψw(ωi),aqi)]

(and clearing the denominators), we obtain the extended Baxter TQ-relation corresponding
to V and w ∈W .

(8) The third motivating question for this paper was whether the eigenvalues of the
transfer-matrices corresponding to the representations L(Ψw(ωi),a), w ∈ W , acting on a
tensor product U of finite-dimensional irreducible representations of Uq(ĝ) are polynomials
up to an overall factor determined by U . We will address this question in a follow-up paper
[FH4].

(9) Our results have also led us (in Section 7) to formulate conjectural q-character for-
mulas for certain simple representations of shifted quantum affine algebras introduced in
[FT, He]. We prove that they are satisfied for w = e and w = si and arbitrary w ∈ W
for Lie algebras of rank 2. We expect analogous formulas to hold for representations of
shifted Yangians which have recently been studied in [BrK, KWWY, NW]; in particular,
in the context of the quantization of transverse slices to Schubert varieties in the affine
Grassmannian and Coulomb branches of quiver gauge theories.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we recall some basic facts about quantum
affine algebras Uq(ĝ) and their representations. We also introduce the category O of repre-

sentations of the Borel subalgebra Uq(b̂) of Uq(ĝ) defined in [HJ]. In Section 3, we conjecture
the extended TQ-relations (Conjecture 3.9) which involve classes of simple representations
from the category O whose highest `-weights are obtained using a generalization of Chari’s
braid group action [C]. We then show how the Weyl group action introduced in [FH3] was
motivated by this picture. In Section 4, we use the Weyl group action to prove Conjectures
3.9 and 3.10 when w ∈W is a simple reflection. We give a conjectural q-character formula
for L(Ψw(ωi),a) in Conjecture 4.8 and show that it implies the extended Baxter TQ-relations
(see Corollary 4.11). In Section 5, we formulate the extended QQ-system in K0(O) (Con-
jecture 5.9). In Section 6 we introduce the shifted quantum affine algebras and formulate
analogues of our conjectures for representations of these algebras. In Section 7, we prove
our conjectures for Lie algebras of rank 2.

Acknowledgments. The authors were partially supported by a grant from the France-
Berkeley Fund of UC Berkeley. The second author would like to thank the Department
of Mathematics at UC Berkeley for hospitality during his visit in the Spring of 2022 and
Bernard Leclerc for useful discussions. We also thank Dmytro Volin for useful correspon-
dence.
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2. Background on quantum affine algebras

In this section we collect definitions and results on quantum affine algebras and their
representations that we will need in the main body of the paper. We refer the reader for
more details to the textbook [CP] and the more recent surveys on this topic [CH, L]. We also
discuss representations of the Borel subalgebra of a quantum affine algebra (see [HJ, FH1]
for more details).

2.1. Lie algebra and Weyl group. Let g be a finite-dimensional simple Lie algebra of
rank n and h its Cartan subalgebra. We will use the notation and conventions of [Kac]. We
denote by C = (Ci,j)i,j∈I its Cartan matrix, where I = {1, . . . , n}. We denote by h∨ (resp.
d) the dual Coxeter number (resp. the lacing number) of g.

Let {αi}i∈I , {α∨i }i∈I , {ωi}i∈I , {ω∨i }i∈I be the sets of simple roots, simple coroots, fun-
damental weights, and fundamental coweights, respectively. We set

Q =
⊕
i∈I

Zαi, Q+ =
⊕
i∈I

Z≥0αi, P =
⊕
i∈I

Zωi, P+ =
⊕
i∈I

Z≥0ωi, P∨ =
⊕
i∈I

Zω∨i ,

and let PQ := P ⊗Q, P∨Q := P∨ ⊗Q.
We have the set of roots ∆ ⊂ Q, which is decomposed as ∆ = ∆+ t ∆− where ∆± =

±(∆ ∩Q+). Let D = diag(d1, . . . , dn) be the unique diagonal matrix such that B = DC is
symmetric and di’s are relatively prime positive integers.

We will use the partial ordering on PQ defined by the rule ω ≤ ω′ if and only if ω′−ω ∈ Q+.
The vector space of invariant symmetric bilinear forms on g is known to be one-dimensional.
There is a unique such form κ0 with the property that the bilinear form (·, ·) := (κ0|h)−1(·, ·)
on h∗ dual to the restriction κ0|h of κ0 to h ⊂ g satisfies (αi, αi) = 2di (κ0 is the form
introduced in [Kac] divided by d). We have for i, j ∈ I,

(αi, αj) = diCi,j = djCj,i and (αi, ωj) = djδi,j .

Hence the bases (αi)i∈I , (ωi/di)i∈I are dual to each other with respect to this form and
αi =

∑
j∈I Cj,iωj ,

Let W be the Weyl group of g, generated by the simple reflections si, i ∈ I. For w ∈W ,
we denote by l(w) its length. The group W acts on P , with the action determined by the
formula

sk(ωj) := ωj − δk,jαj , j, k ∈ I.
The form (·, ·) is invariant under this action, i.e. for any λ, µ ∈ P , we have

(2.1) (wλ,wµ) = (λ, µ) for any w ∈W .

The Weyl group invariance implies that for i, k ∈ I and w ∈W we have

(wωi, αk) = (ωi, w
−1αk)

which is equal to di multiplied by the multiplicity of αi in the decomposition of the root
w−1αk. This root is positive or negative, hence the sign of (wωi, αk) does not depend on
i ∈ I.

Now consider a reduced decomposition w = si1 · · · siN of a Weyl group element w. Then
w−1 = siN · · · si1 is a reduced decomposition of w−1 and siN · · · siL is also a reduced decom-
position for all 1 ≤ L ≤ N .
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Lemma 2.1. The multiplicity of ωiM in

(siM+1 · · · siN )(ωi)

is non-negative for any i ∈ I.

Proof. This follows from the formula (see [Kac, Lemma 3.11])

(siN · · · siM )(αiM ) ∈ ∆−.

�

The following lemma is also well-known. Let Wi be the subgroup of W generated by sj ,
j 6= i.

Lemma 2.2. Let w ∈W and i ∈ I. Then
(1) w(αi) ∈ ∆+ if and only if l(wsi) = l(w) + 1.
(2) w(ωi) = ωi if and only if w ∈Wi, so the W -orbit of ωi is in bijection with W/Wi.
(3) The W -orbits {w(ωi)}w∈W of the fundamental weights are disjoint.

Proof. Part (1) follows, for example, from [Hu, Lemma 1.6, Corollary 1.7].
Part (2) is a particular case of [Hu, Proposition 1.15]. Indeed (ωi, αi) > 0 and

ωi ∈ C = {λ|(λ, αj) = 0} for any j 6= i.

This proposition in the case of the subset {1, 2, ..., n} \ {i} ⊂ I implies the result.
To prove part (3), note that w(ωi) = ωj implies that ωj � ωi as ωi is the highest weight

of a fundamental representation of g. �

Denote the W -orbit of ωi in P by Pωi . This is the set of extremal weights of the ith
fundamental representation Vωi of g. Each of them has multiplicity one. If these are all the
weights of Vωi , then Vωi is called minuscule (for example, this is so for all i if g is of type
A).

Denote by w0 the longest element of the Weyl group. We have the bar involution of the
set I defined by w0(αi) = −αi, i ∈ I. Note that this implies w0(ωi) = −ωi, i ∈ I. This is
the lowest weight of the fundamental representation Vωi .

2.2. Quantum affine algebras and their Borel subalgebras. Let ĝ be the untwisted
affine Kac-Moody Lie algebra associated to g and (Ci,j)0≤i,j≤n the corresponding indecom-
posable Cartan matrix. Let a0, · · · , an be the Kac labels defined in [Kac], pp. 55-56. We
have a0 = 1 and we set α0 = −(a1α1 + a2α2 + · · ·+ anαn).

Throughout this paper, we fix a non-zero complex number q which is not a root of unity.
We also choose h ∈ C such that q = eh and define qr ∈ C× for any r ∈ Q as ehr. Since q is
not a root of unity, the map Q→ C× sending r 7→ qr is injective.

We will use the standard symbols for q-integers

[m]z =
zm − z−m

z − z−1
, [m]z! =

m∏
j=1

[j]z,

[
s
r

]
z

=
[s]z!

[r]z![s− r]z!
.

We set qi = qdi .
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The quantum affine algebra of level 0 (also known as the quantum loop algebra) Uq(ĝ)

is the C-algebra with the generators ei, fi, k
±1
i (0 ≤ i ≤ n) and the following relations for

0 ≤ i, j ≤ n:

kikj = kjki, ka00 ka11 · · · k
an
n = 1, kiejk

−1
i = q

Ci,j
i ej , kifjk

−1
i = q

−Ci,j
i fj ,

[ei, fj ] = δi,j
ki − k−1

i

qi − q−1
i

,

1−Ci.j∑
r=0

(−1)re
(1−Ci,j−r)
i eje

(r)
i = 0 (i 6= j),

1−Ci.j∑
r=0

(−1)rf
(1−Ci,j−r)
i fjf

(r)
i = 0 (i 6= j) .

Here x
(r)
i = xri /[r]qi ! (xi = ei, fi). The algebra Uq(ĝ) has a Hopf algebra structure such that

∆(ei) = ei ⊗ 1 + ki ⊗ ei, ∆(fi) = fi ⊗ k−1
i + 1⊗ fi, ∆(ki) = ki ⊗ ki for 0 ≤ i ≤ n.

The algebra Uq(ĝ) can also be presented in terms of the Drinfeld generators (see [Dr, Be]
for details)

x±i,r (i ∈ I, r ∈ Z), φ±i,±m (i ∈ I,m ∈ Z), k±1
i (i ∈ I).(2.2)

We will use the generating series (i ∈ I)

(2.3) φ±i (z) =
∑
m∈Z

φ±i,mz
m = k±1

i exp

(
±(qi − q−1

i )
∑
r>0

hi,±rz
±r

)
.

In particular, φ±i,±m = 0 for m < 0, i ∈ I, and φ±i,0 = k±1
i , so φ+

i,0φ
−
i,0 = 1.

The algebra Uq(ĝ) has a Z-grading defined by deg(ei) = deg(fi) = deg(k±1
i ) = 0 for i ∈ I

and deg(e0) = −deg(f0) = 1. It satisfies deg(x±i,m) = deg(φ±i,m) = m for i ∈ I, m ∈ Z. For

a ∈ C×, there is an automorphism

τa : Uq(ĝ)→ Uq(ĝ)

such that τa(g) = amg for any element g of degree m ∈ Z.

Definition 2.3. The Borel subalgebra Uq(b̂) is the subalgebra of Uq(ĝ) generated by ei and

k±1
i with 0 ≤ i ≤ n.

This is a Hopf subalgebra of Uq(ĝ). The algebra Uq(b̂) contains the Drinfeld generators

x+
i,m, x−i,r, k

±1
i , φ+

i,r with i ∈ I, m ≥ 0 and r > 0.

Remark 2.4. For g = sl2, the algebra Uq(b̂) is generated by the Drinfeld generators, but
for other Lie algebras g this is not the case (see [HJ, Section 2.3] and [Be]).

2.3. Category O for representations of Borel subalgebras.

Definition 2.5. We define t× := Maps(I, qQ) =
(
qQ
)I

, where qQ := {erh, r ∈ Q}, as a
group with pointwise multiplication.

We define a group homomorphism : PQ −→ t× by setting

rωi(j) := q
rδi,j
i = erdihδi,j , i, j ∈ I, r ∈ Q.
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Since we have assumed that q is not a root of unity, this is actually an isomorphism, with
the inverse map $ : t× → PQ defined by the formula

ψi = edih($(ψ))(α∨i ), ∀ψ = (ψi)i∈I ∈ t×.

The partial ordering on P induces a partial ordering on t×.

For a Uq(b̂)-module V and ω ∈ t×, we set

Vω := {v ∈ V | ki v = ω(i)v (∀i ∈ I)} ,(2.4)

and call it the weight subspace of weight ω. For any i ∈ I, r ∈ Z we have φ±i,r(Vω) ⊂ Vω
and x±i,r(Vω) ⊂ Vωα±1

i
. We say that V is Cartan-diagonalizable if V =

⊕
ω∈t×

Vω.

Definition 2.6. A series Ψ = (Ψi,m)i∈I,m≥0 of complex numbers such that Ψi,0 ∈ qQ for
all i ∈ I is called an `-weight.

We denote by t×` the set of `-weights. We have a natural projection  : t×` → t× sending

(Ψi,m)i∈I,m≥0 to (Ψi,0)i∈I and a natural inclusion ı : t× → t×` .

We will identify the collection (Ψi,m)m≥0 with its generating series and use this to rep-
resent every `-weight as an I-tuple of formal power series in z:

Ψ = (Ψi(z))i∈I , Ψi(z) :=
∑
m≥0

Ψi,mz
m.

Since each Ψi(z) is an invertible formal power series, t×` has a natural group structure. We

also have a surjective homomorphism of groups $ : t×` → PQ defined as the composition of

the projection  : t×` → t× and the map $ : t× → PQ defined above.

Definition 2.7. A Uq(b̂)-module V is said to be of highest `-weight Ψ ∈ t×` if there is v ∈ V
such that V = Uq(b̂)v and the following equations hold:

ei v = 0 (i ∈ I) , φ+
i,mv = Ψi,mv (i ∈ I, m ≥ 0) .

The `-weight Ψ ∈ t×` is uniquely determined by V . It is called the highest `-weight of V .
The vector v is said to be a highest `-weight vector of V .

Lemma 2.8. [HJ, Section 3.2] For any Ψ ∈ t×` , there exists a simple highest `-weight

module L(Ψ) over Uq(b̂) of highest `-weight Ψ. This module is unique up to isomorphism.

Definition 2.9. [HJ] For i ∈ I and a ∈ C×, let

L±i,a = L(Ψi,a) where (Ψi,a)j(z) =

{
(1− za)±1 (j = i) ,

1 (j 6= i) .
(2.5)

We call L+
i,a (resp. L−i,a) a positive (resp. negative) prefundamental representation.

For λ ∈ PQ, we define the 1-dimensional representation

[λ] = L(Ψλ) with Ψλ := ı(λ),

where ı : t× → t×` is the inclusion.
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For a ∈ C×, the subalgebra Uq(b̂) is stable under τa. Denote its restriction to Uq(b̂) by

the same letter. Then the pullbacks of the Uq(b̂)-modules L±i,b by τa is L±i,ab.

For λ ∈ t×, let D(λ) = {ω ∈ t× | ω ≤ λ}. Consider the category O introduced in [HJ].

Definition 2.10. A Uq(b̂)-module V is said to be in category O if
i) V is Cartan-diagonalizable;
ii) for all ω ∈ t× we have dim(Vω) <∞;
iii) there exist a finite number of elements λ1, · · · , λs ∈ t× such that the weights of V are

in
⋃

j=1,··· ,s
D(λj).

The next result follows directly from the definition.

Lemma 2.11. The category O is a monoidal category.

Definition 2.12. We define r as the subgroup of t×` consisting of Ψ such that Ψi(z) is an
expansion in positive powers of z of a rational function in z for any i ∈ I.

Theorem 2.13. [HJ] Let Ψ ∈ t×` . The simple module L(Ψ) is in O if and only if Ψ ∈ r.

Definition 2.14. We define E as the additive group of maps c : PQ → Z whose support

supp(c) = {ω ∈ PQ, c(ω) 6= 0}
is contained in a finite union of sets of the form D(µ). For ω ∈ PQ, we define [ω] = δω,. ∈ E.

For V in the category O we define the character of V to be the following element of E

χ(V ) =
∑
ω∈t×

dim(Vω)[ω] .(2.6)

In the same way as in the case of the ordinary category O of g-modules (see [Kac, Section
9.6]), one shows that the multiplicity of any simple module in a given module from the
category O is well-defined. One uses this fact in the following definition [HL, Section 3.2].

Definition 2.15. We define K0(O) as the completion of the Grothendieck ring of the cat-
egory O whose elements are sums (possibly infinite)∑

Ψ∈r
λΨ[L(Ψ)],

such that the λΨ ∈ Z satisfy ∑
Ψ∈r,ω∈PQ

|λΨ| dim((L(Ψ))ω)[ω] ∈ E.

We naturally identify E with the Grothendieck ring of the subcategory of the category O

whose obtains are representations with constant `-weights. Its simple objects are the [ω],
ω ∈ PQ. Thus as in [Kac, Section 9.7] we will regard elements of E as formal sums

c =
∑

ω∈Supp(c)

c(ω)[ω].

The multiplication is given by [ω][ω′] = [ω + ω′] and E is regarded as a subring of K0(O).
The character defines a ring homomorphism χ : K0(O)→ E which is not injective.
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2.4. Monomials and finite-dimensional representations. Following [FR], we give the
following definition.

Definition 2.16. Define the ring of Laurent polynomials Y = Z[Y ±1
i,a ]i∈I,a∈C× in the vari-

ables {Yi,a}i∈I,a∈C×. Define M as the multiplicative group of monomials in Y.

For i ∈ I, a ∈ C×, define Ai,a ∈M by the formula

(2.7) Ai,a :=

Yi,aq−1
i
Yi,aqi

( ∏
{j∈I|Cj,i=−1}

Yj,a
∏

{j∈I|Cj,i=−2}

Yj,aq−1Yj,aq
∏

{j∈I|Cj,i=−3}

Yj,aq−2Yj,aYj,aq2
)−1

.

Define an injective group homomorphism M→ r by

Yi,a 7→ [ωi]Ψi,aq−1
i

Ψ−1
i,aqi

.

Note that $(Yi,a) = ωi and $(Ai,a) = αi.
We will identify a monomial m ∈ M with its image in r. In particular, for any m ∈ M,

we will denote by L(m) the corresponding simple Uq(b̂)-module.
Let C be the category of type 1 finite-dimensional representations of Uq(ĝ). For brevity,

we will omit “type 1” and refer to objects of the category C simply as finite-dimensional
representations of Uq(ĝ). For j ∈ I, a monomial in m ∈M is said to be j-dominant (resp. j-
antidominant) if the powers of the variables Yj,b, b ∈ C×, occurring in this monomial are all
positive (resp. negative). A monomial m ∈M is said to be dominant if it is j-dominant for
any j ∈ I. We will denote by M+ the set of dominant monomials. This is a subsemi-group
of M.

Part (1) of the following theorem was established in [CP] following [Dr]. Parts (2) and
(3) were proved in [HJ] using the result of part (1).

Theorem 2.17. (1) Every simple module in the category C is of the form L(m),m ∈M+.

(2) For m ∈ M, the simple Uq(b̂)-module L(m) is finite-dimensional if and only if m ∈
M+. Moreover, the action of Uq(b̂) on L(m) can be uniquely extended to an action of Uq(ĝ)
in this case.

(3) Every finite-dimensional simple module in the category O is of the form L(m) ⊗
[ω],m ∈M+, ω ∈ PQ.

In particular, the finite-dimensional fundamental representation L(Yi,a), i ∈ I, a ∈ C×,
is called the ith fundamental representation. The classes of these representations freely
generate the Grothendieck ring K0(C).

2.5. q-characters.

Definition 2.18. For a Uq(b̂)-module V and Ψ ∈ t×` , the subspace of V ,

VΨ := {v ∈ V | ∃p ≥ 0, ∀i ∈ I, ∀m ≥ 0, (φ+
i,m −Ψi,m)pv = 0}(2.8)

is called the `-weight subspace of V of `-weight Ψ.

Theorem 2.19. [HJ] For V in category O, VΨ 6= 0 implies Ψ ∈ r.
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We define E` as the additive group of maps c : r→ Z so that the image of its support

supp(c) = {Ψ ∈ r, c(Ψ) 6= 0}

by $ is contained in a finite union of sets of the form D(µ). The group E` is a completion
of the group ring of r and the ring structure on the latter extends to E` by continuity.
Moreover, the homomorphism $ naturally extends to a surjective homomorphism

(2.9) $ : E` � E,

where E is defined in Definition 2.14. We also have a natural inclusion E ↪→ E`.
Since Y is the group ring of M (see Definition 2.16), the injective group homomorphism

M→ r extends to an injective ring homomorphism Y→ E`.
For Ψ ∈ r, we define [Ψ] = δΨ,. ∈ E`.

Let V be a Uq(b̂)-module in category O. Following [FR, HJ], we define the q-character
of V as

χq(V ) =
∑
Ψ∈r

dim(VΨ)[Ψ] ∈ E` .(2.10)

The following is proved in [FR] and [HJ, Section 3.4].

Proposition 2.20. Formula 2.10 defines an injective ring homomorphism

χq : K0(O)→ E`.

Note that we have χ(V ) = $(χq(V )) for any representation V from the category O.
Slightly abusing notation, we will write [ω] for both the one-dimensional representation

in the category O corresponding to ω ∈ PQ and its q-character.
Recall that M is the multiplicative group of monomials of Y and the injective group

homomorphism M → r from Definition 2.16, as well as the injective ring homomorphism
Y→ E`. We will identify M and Y with their images in r and E`, respectively, under these
homomorphisms.

Theorem 2.21. [FR, FM]
(1) For any finite-dimensional representation V of Uq(ĝ), all `-weights appearing in V

are in the image of M in r.
(2) The q-character χq(V ) of V is an element of Y = Z[Y ±1

i,a ]i∈I,a∈C× ⊂ E`.

(3) For any simple finite-dimensional representation L(m) of Uq(ĝ), we have

χq(L(m)) ∈ m(1 + Z[A−1
i,a ]i∈I,a∈C×).

Let ϕ : M → P be the restriction of the homomorphism $ to M. Explicitly, ϕ sends a

monomial m =
∏
i∈I,a∈C× Y

ui,a(m)
i,a in M to the corresponding g-weight

ϕ(m) :=
∑

i∈I,a∈C×
ui,a(m)ωi ∈ P.

For example, for i ∈ I, a ∈ C×, we have ϕ(Yi,a) = ωi and ϕ(Ai,a) = αi, where Ai,a ∈ M is
defined by formula (2.7). In particular, if m ∈M+, then ϕ(m) ∈ P+.

The next result follows directly from the definitions.
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Lemma 2.22. (1) For m ∈ M+, let L(m) be the corresponding simple Uq(ĝ)-module, and
set λ := ϕ(m) ∈ P+. The restriction of L(m) to Uq(g) is isomorphic to a direct sum of
simple Uq(g)-modules of the form

(2.11) V
q
λ

⊕⊕
µ<λ

(Vqµ)⊕cλµ

 ,

where V
q
µ, µ ∈ P+, denotes the simple Uq(ĝ)-module with highest weight µ, and we use the

standard partial ordering < on P+ (see Section 2.1).
(2) For any finite-dimensional Uq(ĝ)-module V , the ordinary character of its restriction

to Uq(g) is equal to ϕ(χq(V )).

We will also need the following result.

Theorem 2.23. [FH1] For any a ∈ C×, i ∈ I we have

χq(L
+
i,a) = [Ψi,a]χ(L+

i,a)

and
χ(L+

i,a) = χ(L−i,a).

2.6. Chari’s braid group action and extremal monomials. Consider the simple finite-
dimensional Uq(ĝ)-module L(m),m ∈ M+, and set λ = ϕ(m) ∈ P+. Lemma 2.22 implies
that the ordinary character of the restriction of L(m) to Uq(g) is invariant under the action
of the Weyl group W . Furthermore, Lemma 2.22 implies that for any w ∈W , the dimension
of the weight subspace of L(m) of weight w(ω) is equal to 1, and it is spanned by an extremal
weight vector (in the sense of [Kas]) which belongs to the Uq(g)-submodule V

q
λ generated

by the highest weight vector of L(m). We will denote this vector by vw. (In particular, if
w = e, the identity element of the Weyl group W , the vector ve is the highest weight vector
of L(m).) Hence this weight subspace is also an `-weight subspace, and vw is an `-weight
vector.

V. Chari introduced in [C] a braid group action on Y = Z[Y ±1
i,a ]i∈I,a∈C× and used it to

compute the monomial in Y expressing the `-weight of vw.
Namely, Chari defined the operators Ti, i ∈ I, on Y acting by the formula

(2.12) Ti(Yi,a) = Yi,aA
−1
i,aqi

and Ti(Yj,a) = Yj,a if j 6= i

for all i, j ∈ I and a ∈ C×. The operator Ti is not an involution, but it was established in
[C] (a closely related result was proved earlier in [BP]) that the Ti’s satisfy the relations of
the braid group corresponding to g. Hence, for any w ∈W , there is a well-defined operator
Tw acting on Y by the formula

Tw = Ti1Ti2 . . . Tik
for any reduced decomposition w = si1 . . . sik .

Theorem 2.24. [C, CM] The `-weight of vw ∈ L(m) is Tw(m). In particular, Tw(m) occurs
in χq(L(m)) with multiplicity 1.

Recall the set Pωi = W · ωi ⊂ P . By Lemma 2.2,(ii), Pωi ' W/Wi, where Wi is the
subgroup of W generated by sj , j 6= i.
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Lemma 2.25. For fixed i ∈ I and a ∈ C×, the monomial Tw(Yi,a), w ∈ W , only depends
on the class of w in W/Wi. Hence there is a one-to-one correspondence

{Tw(Yi,a)}w∈W ' Pωi Tw(Yi,a)↔ w(ωi).

Proof. It follows from Proposition 3.1 in [C] that Tw(Yi,a) depends only on w(ωi) ∈ P . �

Lemmas 2.25 and 2.2,(3) imply that the following notation is well-defined:

(2.13) Yw(ωi),a := Tw(Yi,a).

Example 2.26. (i) For w = e, Yωi,a = Yi,a.
(ii) Let w = si for some i ∈ I. For k ∈ I and a ∈ C×, we have

Ti(Yk) = Ysi(ωk),a = Yk,aA
−δi,k
i,aqi

.

(iii) By [FM], we have Yw0(ωi),a = Y −1
i,aqdh∨

.

It is well-known that the subgroup
⊕

i∈I Z(d+ 1− di)ωi ⊂ P is stable under the action
of the Weyl group W . Similarly, we obtain the following result. For i ∈ I and a ∈ C× let
us set

Wi,a =


Yi,a if di = d,

Yi,aq−1Yi,aq if di = d− 1,

Yi,aq−2Yi,aYi,aq2 if di = d− 2.

(2.14)

Lemma 2.27. The subring

Z[W±1
i,a ]i∈I,a∈C× ⊂ Z[Y ±1

i,a ]i∈I,a∈C× = Y

is stable under the action of the operators Tw, w ∈W .

Proof. It suffices to check this for the operators Ti, i ∈ I. We have

Ti(Wj,a) = Wj,aU
−δi,j
i,aqi

where

Ui,a =


Ai,a if di = d,

Ai,aq−1Ai,aq if di = d− 1,

Ai,aq−2Ai,aAi,aq2 if di = d− 2.

(2.15)

By inspection of these formulas and the formulas for the monomials Ai,a, we check that the

Ui,a’s belong to Z[W±1
i,a ]i∈I,a∈C× . This completes the proof. �

In particular, we obtain the following result.

Proposition 2.28. For any dominant monomial m ∈ Z[Wi,a]i∈I,a∈C×, the extremal `-

weights of L(m) belong to Z[W±1
i,a ]i∈I,a∈C×.

It implies the following result which will also be useful for our purposes.

Corollary 2.29. Let i, k ∈ I so that Ck,i < −1. For any w ∈ W , Yw(ωi),1 is a Laurent

monomial in the Wj,b, j ∈ I, b ∈ C×.

Proof. This follows from Proposition 2.28 as di is equal to the lacing number d in this case,
and so Yi,1 = Wi,1. �
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3. Extended TQ-relations

The plan of this section is as follows. In Section 3.1 we will recall the generalized Baxter
TQ-relations in the Grothendieck ring of the category O that we established in [FH1] (The-
orem 3.1) and their q-character versions. Next, in Section 3.2 we will extend the Chari braid
group action [C] from the ring Y (see Section 2.6 above) to a larger ring Y′ ⊃ Y. Then in
Section 3.3 we will state the Extended TQ-relations Conjecture 3.9. Extended TQ-relations
are labeled by elements of the Weyl group W of g. The relation corresponding to w ∈ W
involves classes of simple representations from the category O whose highest `-weights are
labeled by the weights w(ωi), i ∈ I, and are obtained using the generalized Chari’s action
which we construct in Section 3.2. In Section 3.4 we will consider in more detail the case
w = si. In Section 3.5 we will motivate the Weyl group action introduced in [FH3] by the
results of Section 3.4. Finally, in Section 3.6 we will introduce some homomorphisms that
we will use in the next section.

3.1. Recollections. We recall the TQ-relations which were conjectured in [FR] and proved
in [FH1]. Recall the ring Y = Z[Y ±1

i,a ]i∈I,a∈C× .

Denote by K̃0(O) the localization of the ring K0(O) with respect to the elements [L(Ψi,a)],
i ∈ I, a ∈ C×. Define a homomorphism

(3.1) B : Y→ K̃0(O)

by the formula

(3.2) Yi,a 7→ [ωi]
[L(Ψi,aq−1

i
)]

[L(Ψi,aqi)]
.

Theorem 3.1. [FH1] Let V be a finite-dimensional simple representation of Uq(ĝ) and

χq(V ) ∈ Y its q-character. Then B(χq(V )) = [V ] in K̃0(O).

By clearing the denominators in the relation B(χq(V )) = [V ] we obtain an algebraic
relation in K0(O). This is the TQ-relation in K0(O).

The following is an equivalent statement. Let Ẽ` be the localization of the ring E` with
respect to the elements χq(L(Ψi,a)), i ∈ I, a ∈ C×. Define a homomorphism

(3.3) B′ : Y→ Ẽ`

by the formula

(3.4) Yi,a 7→ [ωi]
χq(L(Ψi,aq−1

i
))

χq(L(Ψi,aqi))
.

Recall that Y is a subring of E`. Hence it is a subring of Ẽ`.

Theorem 3.2. [FH1] Let V be a finite-dimensional simple representation of Uq(ĝ) and

χq(V ) ∈ Y its q-character. Then we have B′(χq(V )) = χq(V ) in Ẽ`.

By clearing the denominators in the relation B′(χq(V )) = χq(V ) we obtain an algebraic
relation in E`. This is the TQ-relation expressed in terms of q-characters.

For readers convenience, we recall the proof of these two theorems given in [FH1].
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Proof of Theorems 3.1 and 3.2. Recall from Theorem 2.23 that

(3.5) χ(L(Ψi,a)) = χq(L
+
i,a) = Ψi,aχ(L+

i,a).

Therefore the relation of Theorem 3.2 can be described as follows: we replace each Yi,a, i ∈ I,
appearing in χq(V ) with [ωi]χq(L(Ψi,aq−1

i
))(χq(L(Ψi,aqi)))

−1 and equate the result with

χq(V ). But according to formula (3.5), this replacement is equivalent to replacing each

Yi,a, i ∈ I, with [ωi]Ψi,aq−1
i

Ψ−1
i,aqi

. According to Definition 2.16, the latter ratio is equal

to Yi,a, so this replacement tautologically gives χq(V ). Thus, we obtain the statement of
Theorem 3.2. Recalling the injectivity of the q-character homomorphism (Proposition 2.20),
we obtain the TQ-relations of Theorem 3.1. �

Remark 3.3. We had noted in [FH1, Remark 4.10] that there is an analogous TQ-relation
in terms of the simple representations L(Ψ−1

i,a ). Both relations appear as particular cases
of our extended TQ-relations below, corresponding to the identity element and the longest
element of the Weyl group, respectively.

3.2. Generalization of Chari’s braid group action. Recall the Chari braid group ac-
tion on the ring Y, which we described in Section 2.6. Introduce the following extension Y′

of the ring Y:

(3.6) Y′ := Z[Ψ±1
i,a ]i∈I,a∈C× ⊗Z Z(P ) = Z[Ψ±1

i,a , y
±1
j ]i∈I,a∈C×;j∈I ⊃ Y,

where we have used formula (3.22).
We are going to define ring automorphisms T ′i : Y′ → Y′, i ∈ I, satisfying the braid group

relations, whose restrictions to Y ⊂ Y′ are the Chari braid group operators Ti, i ∈ I, on Y

given by formula (2.12). Thus, we will obtain an extension of the Chari braid group action
from Y to Y′.

Recall the elements Ψ̃i,a ∈ Y′, i ∈ I, which we introduced in [FH2] :

(3.7) Ψ̃i,a :=

Ψ−1
i,a

 ∏
j∈I,Ci,j=−1

Ψj,aqi

 ∏
j∈I,Ci,j=−2

Ψj,aΨj,aq2

 ∏
j∈I,Ci,j=−3

Ψj,aq−1Ψj,aqΨj,aq3

 .

Define a ring automorphism σ of Y′ by the formula

(3.8) σ(Ψi,a) = Ψ−1
i,a−1 , i ∈ I, a ∈ C×; σ([ω]) = [ω], ω ∈ P.

Define a ring automorphism T ′i : Y′ → Y′, i ∈ I, by the formulas

(3.9) T ′i (Ψi,a) = σ(Ψ̃
−1

i,a−1q−2
i

) =

Ψ−1
i,aq2i

 ∏
j∈I,Ci,j=−1

Ψj,aqi

 ∏
j∈I,Ci,j=−2

Ψj,aΨj,aq2

 ∏
j∈I,Ci,j=−3

Ψj,aq−1Ψj,aqΨj,aq3

 .

(3.10) T ′i (Ψj,a) = Ψj,a, j 6= i; T ′i [ω] = [si(ω)], ω ∈ P.
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This is indeed an automorphism, with the inverse given by

(T ′i )
−1(Ψi,a) = Ψ̃i,aq−2

i
, (T ′i )

−1(Ψj,a) = Ψj,a, j 6= i; (T ′i )
−1[ω] = [si(ω)], ω ∈ P.

Theorem 3.4. (1) The operators T ′i , i ∈ i, generate an action of the braid group associated
to g on Y′.

(2) The restriction of T ′i to Y ⊂ Y′ is equal to the Chari operator Ti (see formula (2.12)).

Proof. It suffices to prove that the braid relations are satisfied on the generators of Y′. Since
the Ti, i ∈ I, acting on Y, satisfy the braid relations by Chari’s theorem [C], we know that
the T ′i , i ∈ I, satisfy the braid relations on the generators Yj,a, j ∈ I, of Y ⊂ Y′. This is also

clear for the generators yj , j ∈ I, of Y′ because T ′i acts on Z[y±1
j ]j∈I = Z(P ) in the same

way as si ∈W acts on Z(P ).
Hence the braid relations Bi,k, i, k ∈ I, are satisfied on the monomials Ψj,aq−1

j
Ψ−1
j,aqj

=

Yj,a[−ωi], j ∈ I. It remains to show that they are also satisfied on Ψ±1
j,a , j ∈ I.

Consider first the simplest non-trivial case: Ci,k = Ck,i = −1. In this case Bi,k is the

relation (T ′k)
−1(T ′i )

−1(T ′k)
−1T ′iT

′
kT
′
i = Id. Since it is satisfied on Ψj,aq−1

j
Ψ−1
j,aqj

, we have

(T ′k)
−1(T ′i )

−1(T ′k)
−1T ′iT

′
kT
′
i (Ψj,aq−1

j
Ψ−1
j,aqj

) = Ψj,aq−1
j

Ψ−1
j,aqj

.

Therefore,

Ψ−1

j,aq−1
j

(T ′k)
−1(T ′i )

−1(T ′k)
−1T ′iT

′
kT
′
i (Ψj,aq−1

j
) = Ψ−1

j,aqj
(T ′k)

−1(T ′i )
−1(T ′k)

−1T ′iT
′
kT
′
i (Ψj,aq−1

j
).

This implies that Ψ−1
j,aq2mj

(T ′k)
−1(T ′i )

−1(T ′k)
−1T ′iT

′
kT
′
i (Ψj,aq2mj

) does not depend on m ∈ Z.

But this expression is a Laurent monomial in Ψ±1
l,aqr , l ∈ I, r ∈ Z. Therefore, it must be

equal to 1. Hence we obtain that the braid relation Bi,k holds on Ψj,a in this case. The
braid relations for other values of Ci,k and Ck,i are proved in a similar way. �

Recall the monomials Yw(ωi),a ∈ Y, w ∈ W, i ∈ I, a ∈ C× introduced in Section 2.6 (see
equation (2.13)):

Yw(ωi),a := Tw(Yi,a).

Here Tw is the Chari operator on Y corresponding to w, viewed as an element of the braid
group via its reduced decomposition. According to Corollary 2.29, if Ck,i < −1, then Yw(ωi),a

is a Laurent polynomial in Wk,b.
Now we compute the `-weights σ ◦ T ′w ◦ σ(Ψi,a), w ∈ W , where T ′w is obtained from a

reduced decomposition of w viewed as an element of the braid group and σ is the ring
automorphism of Y′ introduced in (3.8).

Definition 3.5. For i ∈ I, a ∈ C×, and w ∈W , define an `-weight Ψw(ωi),a by the following
formulas.

The `-weight Ψw(ωi),1 is defined from the factorization of Yw(ωi),1 as a product of the

variables Y ±1
k,b by replacing

Yk,b by Ψk,b−1 if di = dk,
Yk,b by Ψk,b−1qΨk,b−1q−1 if Ci,k = −2,
Yk,b by Ψk,b−1q2Ψk,b−1Ψk,b−1q−2 if Ci,k = −3,
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Wk,b by Ψk,b−1 if Ck,i < −1.
Finally, we set

Ψw(ωi),a := τa(Ψw(ωi),1).

Proposition 3.6. We have

Ψw(ωi),a = σ ◦ T ′w ◦ σ(Ψi,a), w ∈W,
where T ′w = T ′i1T

′
i2
. . . T ′ik for any reduced decomposition w = si1 . . . sik and σ is given by

formula (3.8).

This statement is a consequence of Proposition 4.7 below and its proof is given at the
end of Section 4.2.

Remark 3.7. If g is simply-laced (i.e. di = 1 for all i ∈ I), then we can obtain Ψw(ωi),1

for all i ∈ I by replacing Yk,b by Ψk,b−1 in Yw(ωi),1 for all k and b. However, if g is not
simply-laced, then this is only true for those k for which the lengths of αi and αk are the
same. If the length of αi is shorter than the length of αk, we replace Yk,b by a product of
two or three Ψ’s (depending on the lacing number of g). And if the length of αi is longer
than the length of αk, then we have to replace Wk,b, which is the product of two or three Y ’s
(depending on the lacing number of g), by Ψk,b−1 (this procedure is well-defined by Corollary
2.29). Under this construction, the Cartan matrix gets replaced by its transpose, which we
can see as a non-trivial manifestation of Langlands duality.

Example 3.8. (i) For g = sl2 we have

Yω1,1 = Y1,1 and Yw0(ω1),1 = Y −1
1,q2

and so
Ψω1,a = Ψ1,a and Ψw0(ω1),a = Ψ−1

1,aq−2 .

(ii) It is known from [FM] that Yw0(ωi),1 = Y −1
i,qdh∨

. Hence

Ψw0(ωi),a = Ψ−1
i,aq−dh∨

.

3.3. Extended TQ-relations Conjecture. We now propose the conjectural extended
TQ-relations labeled by elements w of the Weyl group W , so that the original TQ-relations
of Theorem 3.1 correspond to the identity element of W .

Recall that for any monomial Ψ in Ψ±1
i,b , i ∈ I, b ∈ C× (such as Ψw(ωi),a), there is a

unique simple highest `-weight module L(Ψ) in the category O (see Lemma 2.8).

Fix w ∈W , and denote by K̃w
0 (O) the localization of the ring K0(O) with respect to the

elements [L(Ψw(ωi),a)], i ∈ I, a ∈ C×. Define a homomorphism

(3.11) Bw : Y→ K̃w
0 (O)

by the formula

(3.12) Yi,a 7→ [w(ωi)]
[L(Ψw(ωi),aq

−1
i

)]

[L(Ψw(ωi),aqi)]
.

Note that K̃e
0(O) = K̃0(O) introduced in Section 3.1 and Be is B given by formulas (3.1)

and (3.2).
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Conjecture 3.9. Let V be a finite-dimensional simple representation of Uq(ĝ) and χq(V ) ∈
Y its q-character. Then Bw(χq(V )) = [V ] in K̃w

0 (O).

By clearing the denominators in the relation Bw(χq(V )) = [V ] we obtain an algebraic
relation in K0(O). This is the conjectural extended TQ-relation in K0(O) corresponding to
w ∈W .

Informally, Conjecture 3.9 can be interpreted as follows: let us make the following sub-
stitution for every variable Yi,a, i ∈ I, appearing in the q-character χq(V ):

Yi,a 7→ [w(ωi)]
[L(Ψw(ωi),aq

−1
i

)]

[L(Ψw(ωi),aqi)]
.

Equating the resulting expression with [V ], we obtain the extended TQ-relation in K̃w
0 (O)

corresponding to w ∈W (and by clearing the denominators, in K0(O)).
Since the q-character homomorphism is injective, Conjecture 3.9 is equivalent to the

following statement. Let Ẽw` be the localization of the ring E` with respect to the elements
χq(L(Ψw(ωi),a)), i ∈ I, a ∈ C×. Define a homomorphism

(3.13) B′w : Y→ Ẽw`

by the formula

(3.14) Yi,a 7→ [w(ωi)]
χq(L(Ψw(ωi),aq

−1
i

))

χq(L(Ψw(ωi),aqi))
.

Note that Ẽe` = Ẽ` introduced in Section 3.1 and B′e is B′ given by formulas (3.3) and (3.4).

Recall that Y is a subring of E` and hence of Ẽw` .

Conjecture 3.10. Let V be a finite-dimensional simple representation of Uq(ĝ) and χq(V ) ∈
Y its q-character. Then we have B′w(χq(V )) = χq(V ) in Ẽw` .

By clearing the denominators in the relation B′w(χq(V )) = χq(V ) we obtain an algebraic
relation in E`. This is the extended TQ-relation corresponding to w ∈W expressed in terms
of q-characters.

Informally, this statement can be interpreted as follows: in Ẽw` , the q-character χq(V ) is
equal to the expression obtained by replacing every Yi,a, i ∈ I, appearing in χq(V ) with

[w(ωi)]
χq(L(Ψw(ωi),aq

−1
i

))

χq(L(Ψw(ωi),aqi))

(by clearing the denominators, we obtain a relation in E`).

3.4. The case of simple reflections. For w = e, Conjecture 3.10 is proved in Theorem
3.2. In this case, we have the q-character formula which follows from Theorem 2.23:

χq(L(Ψi,a)) = [Ψi,a]χ(L+
i,a).

Next, consider the case when w is a simple reflection, w = si, i ∈ I. In this case, we have

Ψsi(ωi),a = Ψ̃i,aq−2
i

(see Example 3.8,(ii)), and the q-character formula for L(Ψsi(ωi),a) is

given in the following theorem.
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Theorem 3.11. [FH2, FHR] The q-character of L(Ψsi(ωi),a) = L(Ψ̃i,aq−2
i

)) is equal to

χq(L(Ψsi(ωi),a)) = [Ψ̃i,aq−2
i

] χ(L(Ψ̃i,aq−2
i

))) (1− [−αi]) Σe
i,aq−2

i

where

(3.15) Σe
i,a :=

∑
k≥0

∏
0<j≤k

A−1

i,aq−2j+2
i

= 1 +A−1
i,a (1 +A−1

i,aq−2
i

(1 + . . .)).

3.5. Weyl group action. Conjecture 3.9 and Theorem 3.11 suggest defining an operator
Θi sending Yi,a to

(3.16) Θi(Yi,a) := [si(ωi)]
χq(L(Ψ̃i,aq−3

i
))

χq(L(Ψ̃i,aq−1
i

))
= Yi,aAi,aq−1

i

Σe
i,aq−3

i

Σe
i,aq−1

i

and posing the question whether these operators satisfy the relations of the Weyl group W .
To make sense of this statement, we need to deal with the fact that Σe

i,a lies in a completion
of

(3.17) Y = Z[Y ±1
i,a ]i∈I,a∈C×

(and so in particular Θi does not preserve Y). In [FH3] we resolved this problem by extending
the operators Θi to a direct sum of completions of Y labeled by w ∈W .

The key point here is that Σe
i,a is a solution of the q2di-difference equation

(3.18) Σi,a = 1 +A−1
i,aΣi,aq−2di .

In order to define the operators Θi we also need another solution of this equation; namely,

(3.19) Σsi
i,a := −Ai,aq2i (1 +Ai,aq4i

(1 + · · · ) · · · ).

Using these two solutions, we defined in [FH3] operators Θi, i ∈ I, acting on the direct
sum

Π :=
⊕
w∈W

Ỹw

of topological completions Ỹw of Y with respect to a partial ordering ≺w on the multiplicative
group M of monomials in Y. It is defined as follows.

First, define the partial ordering <w on P by the rule ω <w ω′ is and only w(ω) <
w(ω′), where < denotes the standard partial ordering (see Section 2.1). Next, recall the
multiplicative group M of monomials in the variables Y ±1

i,a and the homomorphism ϕ : M→
P introduced in Section 2.5. Taking the pull-back of the partial ordering <w under ϕ, we
obtain a partial ordering ≺w on M. Finally, define a topology on the ring Y invariant
under addition, in which the base of open neighborhoods of the zero element of Y consists
of the sets UM ,M ∈ M, of all finite linear combinations of monomials mi ∈ M satisfying

mi ≺w M . By definition, Ỹw is the completion of Y with respect to this topology. Since
m1 ≺w M1 and m2 ≺w M2 implies m1m2 ≺w M1M2, the ring structure on Y naturally

extends to Ỹw. Thus, Ỹw is a complete topological ring.

The algebra Y embeds diagonally in Π and we have canonical projections Ew : Π→ Ỹw,
i ∈ I.
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Definition 3.12. [FH3] For each i ∈ I, introduce the operator Θi : Π→ Π,

Θi = (Θv
i : Ỹv → Ỹvsi)v∈W

with Θv
i , v ∈W , given by the formulas Θv

i (Yj,a) = Yj,a if j 6= i and

(3.20) Θv
i (Yi,a) = Yi,aA

−1
i,aq−di

Σvsi
i,aq−3di

Σvsi
i,aq−di

where Σvsi
i,a ∈ Ỹvsi is one of the two solutions of the q2di-difference equation (3.18):

(3.21) Σvsi
i,a :=

{
Σe
i,a if l(vsi) < l(v),

Σsi
i,a if l(vsi) > l(v).

Recall that Σe
i,a is given by formula (3.15) and Σsi

i,a is given by formula (3.19).

Theorem 3.13. [FH3] (1)There is an action of the Weyl group W of g on Π, with the
simple reflection si ∈W (i ∈ I) acting as Θi.

(2) The subring YW of W -invariants in Y is equal to the image of the q-character homo-
morphism χq : K0(C)→ Y, and hence YW is isomorphic to K0(C) (here C is the category of
type 1 finite-dimensional representations of Uq(ĝ)).

Theorem 3.13,(1) allows us to define an operator Θw : Π → Π for an arbitrary element
w ∈ W using a reduced decomposition of w in terms of the simple reflections si. This

operator acts on Π as follows: Θw = (Θv
w : Ỹv → Ỹvw

−1
)v∈W .

3.6. Some useful homomorphisms. Let us recall the homomorphisms $ from [FH3,
Section 2.5] and Λ from [FH3, Section 6.4] which we will use below.

Recall also the partial ordering <w on P introduced above in Section 3.5. Since

(3.22) Z(P ) = Z[y±1
i ]i∈I

where the variable yi correspond to the fundamental weight ωi ∈ P , we obtain a partial
ordering on the set of monomials in Z[y±1

i ]i∈I that we will also denote by <w. We define

the topological completion (Z[y±1
i ]i∈I)

w of Z[y±1
i ]i∈I with respect to this partial ordering in

the same way in which we defined the completion Ỹw of Y in Section 3.5 (with respect to
the partial ordering ≺w).

Consider the ring

π :=
⊕
w∈W

(Z[y±1
i ]i∈I)

w.

with the diagonal embedding Z[y±1
i ] ↪→ π. The assignment $w(Yi,a) = yi extends to a ring

homomorphism

$w : Ỹw → (Z[y±1
i ]i∈I)

w.

Thus, we obtain a map
$ = ($w)w∈W : Π→ π.

The standard action of the simple reflection si, i ∈ I, on Z[y±1
j ]j∈I , naturally extends to a

collection of swi : (Z[y±1
j ]j∈I)

w → (Z[y±1
j ]j∈I)

wsi and we obtain a well-defined action of the
Weyl group W on π.
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Lemma 3.14. [FH3] The projection $ : Π → π intertwines the actions of W on the two
rings.

Now recall the multiplicative group M of monomials in the variables Y ±1
i,a and the ho-

momorphism ϕ : M → P introduced in Section 2.5. Taking the pull-back of the partial
ordering <w under ϕ, we obtain a partial ordering ≺w on M which we used in Section 3.5

to define the completion Ỹw of Y.
A subgroup M of the group of invertible elements in Π is introduced [FH3]. For our

purposes, it is enough to recall that M contains M and that it is stable by the Weyl group
action. We have the truncation homomorphism

Λ : M→M

which assigns to P ∈M the leading monomial of Ee(P ).
Recall the ring automorphism σ of Y′ given by formula (3.8). We will denote by the same

symbol its restrictions to Y ⊂ Y′ and to M ⊂ Y (the latter is a group automorphism). Both
are defined by the formula σ(Yi,a) = Yi,a−1 for i ∈ I and a ∈ C×.

We proved in [FH3, Section 6.4] that for any i ∈ I, the Chari operator Ti of section 2.6
is also equal to

(3.23) Ti = σ ◦ Λ ◦Θi ◦ σ.
This will be generalized below for w ∈W by using homomorphism

Λw : M→M.

It is the leading term, relatively to the partial ordering ≺w, of the expansion in Ỹw of an
element of M. For w = e, we have Λe = Λ.

Example 3.15. For i ∈ I and a ∈ C×, we have

Λe(Σi,a) = 1 and Λsi(Σi,a) = −Ai,aq2i .

For w ∈W , we will also consider the group homomorphism:

Tw = Λw ◦Θw : M→M.

3.7. Extension of Π. We define the following extension of Π:

Π′ := Y′ ⊗Y Π

where Y′ is defined by formula (3.6). Thus,

Π′ =
⊕
w∈W

Ỹ′w

where

(3.24) Ỹ′w := Y′ ⊗Y Ỹ
w

is the completion of Y′ consisting of finite sums of elements of the form P (Ψ±1
i,a , y

±1
j )·R(Y ±1

i,a ),

where P is a Laurent polynomial andR is an element of Ỹ′w which, as we explained in Section
3.5, is the completion of Y with respect to the partial ordering ≺w defined in Section 3.6.

Now we define another completion Y
′w as follows: it consists of finite sums of elements of

the form P (Ψ±1
i,a ) ·R(Y ±1

i,a , y
±1
j ), where P is a Laurent polynomial and R is an element of the
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completion of Y with respect to the partial ordering obtained by combining the orderings
≺w and <w defined in Section 3.5. We then set

Π
′
:=
⊕
w∈W

Y
′w.

Observe that Y
′e is naturally realized as a subring of E`. The following result follows

from [HJ] and [W1, Theorem 4.19] (see Definition 2.15 for the definition of K0(O)).

Proposition 3.16. The q-character homomorphism χq : K0(O) → E` takes values in Y
′e

and the resulting homomorphism K0(O)→ Y
′e is an isomorphism.

Next, we extend the Weyl group action on Π to a braid group action on Π′ and Π
′
. Note

that this action is also discussed in [GHL].

Proposition 3.17. The operators Θ′i, i ∈ I given by the formulas

Θ′i([ω]) = [si(ω)], Θ′i(Ψj,a) =

{
Ψj,a if j 6= i,

Ψ̃i,aq−2
i

Σi,aq−2
i

if j = i.

generate an action of the braid group associated to g on Π′ and Π
′
.

Proof. The braid relations are proved from the rank 2 case in the same way as for the
operators Θi in [FH3]. For example, in type A2, we have for i 6= j

Θ′jΘ
′
i(Ψi,a) = Ψ−1

j,aq−3Σji,aq−2

which is invariant under Θ′i. The proof for types B2 and G2 is similar, using [FH3, Sections
4.7, 4.8]. �

It is clear that the operators Θ′i preserve the groups of invertible elements (Π′)×, (Π)×,
and t×. The following result is obtained by a direct computation.

Proposition 3.18. The operators Θ′i, i ∈ I, preserve the subgroup G of (Π′)× generated
by (Π)× and the Ψj,a’s. On this subgroup, we have (Θ′i)

2 = Id on (Π)× and (Θ′i)
2(Ψj,a) is

equal to Ψj,a up to a factor in ±t×. Hence we have a well-defined action of the Weyl group
W on G/(±t×).

4. Weyl group action and solutions of the extended TQ-relations

In this section we use the Weyl group action from Section 3.5 to prove Conjectures 3.9
and 3.10 when w ∈W is a simple reflection. We then relate these conjectures for arbitrary
elements w ∈ W to a conjectural formula for the q-character of L(Ψw(ωi),aq

−1
i

), up to

non-zero factor from E ⊂ E` (Conjecture 4.8). This formula generalizes the formulas in
Theorem 3.11 in the case when w is a simple reflection. In the process, we define generating
functions Qw(ωi),a ∈ Π (Theorem 4.5) and show that they satisfy the extended TQ-relations
(Theorem 4.10). In the next section, we will show that they also satisfy the extended
QQ-system (Theorem 5.6).
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4.1. Relations obtained from the Weyl group action. For each element w of the Weyl
group W , we have the extended TQ-relations from Conjecture 3.9 and their equivalent q-
character versions from Conjecture 3.10. In the special case w = sj , j ∈ I, Theorem
3.11 gives us an explicit q-character formula for L(Ψsj(ωj),a), and therefore we obtain the
following equivalent reformulation of Conjecture 3.10 in the case w = sj , j ∈ I.

Corollary 4.1. Let V be a finite-dimensional simple representation of Uq(ĝ). Its q-character

χq(V ), viewed as an element of the completion Ỹe of Y, is invariant under the substitution

Yi,a 7→ Ee(Θj(Yi,a)), ∀i ∈ I, a ∈ C×.

We will now state and prove a generalization of Conjecture 4.1 for an arbitrary element

w ∈ W (instead of w = si). In fact, we will formulate two versions: for Ỹe and for

Π = ⊕w∈W Ỹw.

Theorem 4.2. Let V be a finite-dimensional representation of Uq(ĝ) and w ∈W .

(1) The q-character χq(V ), viewed as an element of the completion Ỹe of Y, is invariant
under the substitution

Yi,a 7→ Ee(Θw(Yi,a)), ∀i ∈ I, a ∈ C×.
(2) The q-character χq(V ), viewed as an element of Π under the diagonal embedding

Y ↪→ Π, is invariant under the substitution

Yi,a 7→ Θw(Yi,a), ∀i ∈ I, a ∈ C×.

Proof. Theorem 3.13 implies that the q-character χq(V ), viewed as an element of Π under
the diagonal embedding Y ↪→ Π, is invariant under all operators Θw, w ∈ W . This proves

part (2). Applying the projection Ee : Π→ Ỹe, we obtain part (1). �

In the case w = e, the statement of this theorem is trivial. In the case w = sj , because
we know the q-character of L(Ψsi(ωi),a) from Theorem 3.11, we obtain the statement of
Corollary 4.1 which in turn implies Conjectures 3.9 and 3.10 when w is a simple reflection
(note that for w = e we have proved these conjectures in Theorems 3.1 and 3.2). Thus, we
obtain the following.

Theorem 4.3. Conjectures 3.9 and 3.10 hold if w = sj , j ∈ I.

In light of this discussion, it is natural to conjecture the following generalization of The-
orem 3.11 and formula (3.16) for Θi(Yi,a).

Conjecture 4.4. For any w ∈W , we have the following identity in Ỹe:

(4.1) Ee(Θw(Yi,a)) = [w(ωi)]
χq(L(Ψw(ωi),aq

−1
i

))

χq(L(Ψw(ωi),aqi))

Theorem 3.13 and Conjecture 4.4 imply Conjectures 3.9 and 3.10 for an arbitrary w ∈W .
At the moment, we can only prove Conjecture 4.4 for w = e and w = sj , j ∈ I (as

explained above) and for an arbitrary w ∈W if g has rank 2 (see Section 7). However, in the
next subsection we will show that this conjecture pins down the q-character of L(Ψw(ωi),aq

−1
i

)

up to multiplication by a non-zero factor from a completion of E ⊂ E` (i.e. a possibly infinite
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linear combination of constant `-weights, see Section 2.3). This in turn implies Conjectures
3.9 and 3.10 (see Corollary 4.11 below).

4.2. Computation of Θw(Yi,a). We will say that a family of `-weights Ψa parametrized by
a ∈ C× is C×-equivariant if Ψa = τa(Ψ1) for any a ∈ C×. We have an analogous definition
of C×-equivariant families in Π. We also have a notion of C×-invariant element, that is
fixed by τa, a ∈ C×.

Note that by Theorem 3.13, Θw(Yi,a) only depends on a ∈ C× and w(ωi) ∈ Pωi . Recall
from Lemma 2.2,(3) that the subsets Pωi , i ∈ I, of P are mutually disjoint.

Theorem 4.5. Let i ∈ I and w ∈W .
(1) There is a family of `-weights Ψw(ωi),a and a family of invertible elements Qw(ωi),a ∈

Π, both C×-equivariant and unique, such that

(4.2) Θw(Yi,a) = [w(ωi)]
Ψw(ωi),aq

−1
i
Qw(ωi),aq

−1
i

Ψw(ωi),aqiQw(ωi),aqi

,

with Λ(Qw(ωi),a) = 1 = $(Qw(ωi),a) and Ψw(ωi),a(0) = 1.
(2) The `-weight Ψw(ωi),a defined in part (1) coincides with the `-weight defined Ψw(ωi),a

explicitly in Definition 3.5.

Example 4.6. For example, we have

(4.3) Qωi,a = 1, Qsi(ωi),a = Σi,aq−2
i

(1− [−αi]).

Proof of Theorem 4.5. To prove uniqueness, consider Ψw(ωi),a and Qw(ωi),a as in the propo-
sition. Then

(4.4) Λ(Θw(Yi,a)) = [w(ωi)]
Ψw(ωi),aq

−1
i

Ψw(ωi),aqi

.

If Ψ′w(ωi),a
and Q′w(ωi),a

give rise to another solution, then we setting Ψ := Ψ′w(ωi),1
Ψ−1
w(ωi),1

,

we obtain that Ψ(z) = Ψ(zq2
i ). This implies that Ψ is a constant `-weight, and so by the

conditions of the theorem, Ψ = Ψ(0) = 1. Hence Ψw(ωi),a is unique. Now Qw(ωi),a/Q
′
w(ωi),a

is a constant H that does not depend on a. Hence we have H = $(H) = 1. Thus,
uniqueness is proved.

Now let i ∈ I, a ∈ C× and w ∈ W . Recall that Θw(Yi,a) depends only on a and w(ωi).
The existence of Ψw(ωi),a and Qw(ωi),a is proved by induction on the length l(w) of w. It is
clear if w = e. Then consider wsj so that l(wsj) = l(w) + 1. For j 6= i, the result is clear
for wsj as Θwsj (Yi,a) = Θw(Yi,a). For wsi, we have

Θwsi(Yi,a) = Θw(Yi,aA
−1

i,aq−1
i

)×
Θw(Σi,aq−3

i
)

Θw(Σi,aq−1
i

)
.

For the second factor, we have

Θw(Σi,aq−3
i

)

Θw(Σi,aq−1
i

)
=

Λ(Θw(Σi,aq−3
i

))

Λ(Θw(Σi,aq−1
i

))

Θw(Σi,aq−3
i

)Λ(Θw(Σ−1

i,aq−3
i

))

Θw(Σi,aq−1
i

)Λ(Θw(Σ−1

i,aq−1
i

))
,
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which is of the correct form as Λ(Θw(Σi,aq−3
i

)) is in M (and so is an `-weight).

For the first factor, the induction hypothesis on the length of w gives that for each
j ∈ I, b ∈ C×, Θw(Yj,b) is of the form (4.2). Note that the spectral parameter shift in the
expression for j is qj , which is not necessarily equal to qi. However we explain it leads to

the desired expression for Θw(Yi,aA
−1

i,aq−1
i

). Indeed, the factor Θw(Y −1

i,aq−2
i

) is already in the

correct form. Let j so that Cj,i 6= 0.

If Cj,i = −1, the factor Θw(Yj,b) occurs with b = aq−1
i . If dj = di, it is in the correct

form and if dj = 2 > di = 1, we have

Θw(Yj,b) = [w(ωj)]
Ψw(ωj),bq−2Qw(ωi),bq−2

Ψw(ωj),bq2Qw(ωj),bq2
= [w(ωj)]

Ψw(ωj),bq−2Qw(ωi),bq−2Ψw(ωj),bQw(ωj),b

Ψw(ωj),bQw(ωj),bΨw(ωj),ab2Qw(ωj),bq2
.

(it is analogous if dj = 3 > di = 1).
If Cj,i = −2, we have dj = 1, di = 2 and the factor Θw(Yj,aq−1Yj,aq) occurs. It is of the

correct form

[w(2ωj)]
Ψw(ωj),aq−2Qw(ωi),aq−2Ψw(ωj),aQw(ωi),a

Ψw(ωj),aQw(ωi),aΨw(ωj),aq2Qw(ωj),aq2
= [w(2ωj)]

Ψw(ωj),aq
−1
i
Qw(ωi),aq

−1
i

Ψw(ωj),aqiQw(ωj),aq
−1
i

.

It is analogous if Cj,i = −3. This completes the proof of part (1) of the theorem.
To prove part (2) of the theorem, we will use the following generalization of (3.23).

Proposition 4.7. (1) For any w ∈W ,
(i) we have

(4.5) Λ ◦Θw = σ ◦ Tw ◦ σ;

(ii) for any i ∈ I and a ∈ C×, the `-weight Ψw(ωi),a in the statement of Theorem 4.5
satisfies

(4.6) [w(ωi)]
Ψw(ωi),aq

−1
i

Ψw(ωi),aqi

= σ(Yw(ωi),a−1).

Proof. Since Tw = Λw ◦Θw is an automorphism of M, we can consider its inverse T−1
w . For

example, we have for i, j ∈ I and a ∈ C×,

T−1
si (Yj,a) = Yj,aA

−δi,j
i,aq−1

i

= (σTsiσ)(Yj,a).

This implies that for a general w ∈W we have

T−1
w−1 = σ ◦ Tw ◦ σ.

Now consider
Tw−1(m) = mw−1 .

As χq(L(m)) is fixed by Θw, m is the monomial of highest weight in

χq(L(m)) = Ee(Θw(χq(L(m)))).

It follows from the first part (existence) in Theorem 4.5 that for a monomial m′ of weight
ω, the monomial in Ee(Θw(m′)) of highest weight has weight w(ω). Let ω be the weight
of m. Then mw−1 is the only monomial of weight w−1(ω) and for any other monomial m′

in χq(L(m)) of weight ω′ 6= w−1(ωm), the weight w(ω′) is strictly lower than ω. We obtain
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that only Θw(mw−1) can contribute in Ee(Θw(χq(L(m)))) to the terms of weight ω. We
have established

Λ(Θw(mw−1)) = m.

Since this is true for any dominant monomial m, we have

Λ ◦Θw ◦ Tw−1 = Id,

that is

Λ ◦Θw = T−1
w−1 = σ ◦ Tw ◦ σ.

This proves part (i). To prove part (ii), observe that Λ ◦ Θw(Yi,a) is equal the LHS of
equation (4.6), by the definition of Ψw(ωi),a given in the statement of Theorem 4.5, and
σ ◦ Tw ◦ σ(Yi,a) is equal to the RHS. �

Now we can conclude the proof of part (2) of Theorem 4.5. Using equation (4.6), we
obtain an expression of Ψw(ωi),1 in terms of Ψ±1

j,b using the factorization of Yw(ωi),1 in terms

of Y ±1
j,c . This expression coincides with the one given in Definition 3.5 because we have

[ωk]
Ψ
k,aq−1

i

Ψk,aqi

= Yk,a if di = dk,

[ωk]
Ψk,aq−2Ψk,a

Ψk,aΨk,aq2
= Yk,a if Ci,k = −2,

[ωk]
Ψk,aq−3Ψk,aq−1Ψk,aq

Ψk,aq−1Ψk,aqΨk,aq3
= Yk,a if Ci,k = −3,

[2ωk]
Ψk,aq−2

Ψk,q2
= Yk,aq−1Yk,aq if Ck,i = −2,

[3ωk]
Ψk,aq−3

Ψk,aq3
= Yk,aq−2Yk,aYk,aq2 if Ck,i = −3. �

Proof of Proposition 3.6. From formula 4.6, we obtain that

Ψw(ωi),aq
−1
i

Ψ−1
w(ωi),aqi

= σ(T ′w(Ψi,a−1q−1
i

Ψ−1
i,a−1qi

))

and so

Ψw(ωi),aq
−1
i
σ(T ′w(Ψi,a−1qi)) = Ψw(ωi),aqiσ(T ′w(Ψi,a−1q−1

i
))

which implies that

Ψw(ωi),aq
−1
i

(σ(T ′w(σ(Ψi,aq−1
i

))))−1 = Ψw(ωi),aqi(σ(T ′w(σ(Ψi,aqi))))
−1.

Hence Ψw(ωi),aq2mi
(σ ◦ T ′w ◦ σ(Ψi,aq2mi

))−1,m ∈ Z, does not depend on m, and since it is a

Laurent monomial in the Ψ±1
j,aqr , j ∈ I, r ∈ Z, it must be equal to 1. Hence the result. �

4.3. Conjectural q-character formula for L(Ψw(ωi),a). Theorem 4.5 implies that Con-
jecture 4.4 is equivalent to the following conjecture (which holds for w = e by formula (3.5);
for w = sj , j ∈ I, by Theorem 3.11; and in the rank 2 case, as we show in Section 7).

Conjecture 4.8. We have the q-character formula

(4.7) χq(L(Ψw(ωi),a)) = Ψw(ωi),a Ee(Qw(ωi),a) χ(L(Ψw(ωi),a)).
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Remark 4.9. Instead of Ee(Qw(ωi),a), let us consider Ey(Qw(ωi),a) ∈ Ỹy for some y ∈ W .

We expect that this is also equal to the q-character of an irreducible Uq(b̂)-module (up to a
non-zero renormalization factor from E ⊂ E`). But this module belongs to a “twist” of the
category O by y ∈W , which is analogous to the twist of the category O of representations of
g by v ∈W – it consists of modules that are locally finite with the respect to the twisted Borel
subalgebra yby−1. These categories have been defined and studied by Keyu Wang [W2].

We now establish the extended TQ-relations for the right hand sides of formula (4.7).

Theorem 4.10. Let V be a finite dimensional representation of Uq(ĝ) and w ∈W .

(1) The q-character χq(V ), viewed as an element of the completion Ỹe of Y, is invariant
under the substitution

Yi,a 7→ [w(ωi)]
[Ψw(ωi),aq

−1
i

]Ee(Qw(ωi),aq
−1
i

)

[Ψw(ωi),aqi ]Ee(Qw(ωi),aqi)
, ∀i ∈ I, a ∈ C×.

(2) The q-character χq(V ), viewed as an element of Π under the diagonal embedding
Y ↪→ Π, is invariant under the substitution

(4.8) Yi,a 7→ [w(ωi)]
[Ψw(ωi),aq

−1
i

]Qw(ωi),aq
−1
i

[Ψw(ωi),aqi ]Qw(ωi),aqi

, ∀i ∈ I, a ∈ C×.

Proof. We follow the same argument as in the proof of Theorem 4.2: Theorem 3.13 implies
that the q-character χq(V ), viewed as an element of Π under the diagonal embedding Y ↪→ Π,
is invariant under all operators Θw, w ∈W . But the right hand side of formula (4.8) is equal

to Θw(Yi,a). This proves part (2). Applying the projection Ee : Π → Ỹe, we obtain part
(1). �

This theorem has the following immediate corollary.

Corollary 4.11. Conjecture 4.8 implies Conjectures 3.9 and 3.10.

5. Extended QQ-systems

We start by recalling in Theorem 5.1 the QQ-system in the Grothendieck ring K0(O) of
the category O established in [FH2]. We then formulate the extended QQ-system in K0(O)
(Conjecture 5.9).

Note that the analogous QQ-systems for Yangians were studied in [T, BFLMS] for type
A, in [FFK, EV] for type D, and in [MV, ESV] for types ADE.

5.1. The QQ-system. The following theorem was proved in [FH2].

Theorem 5.1. For all i ∈ I and a ∈ C×, we have the following system of relations in
K0(O) called the QQ-system:

Q̃i,aqiQi,aq−1
i
− [−αi]Q̃i,aq−1

i
Qi,aqi

(5.1) =
∏

j,Ci,j=−1

Qj,a

∏
j,Ci,j=−2

Qj,aqQj,aq−1

∏
j,Ci,j=−3

Qj,aq2Qj,aQj,aq−2 ,
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where

Qi,a = [L(Ψi,a)]/χ(L(Ψi,a)), Q̃i,a = [L(Ψ̃i,aq−2
i

)]χi/(χ(L(Ψ̃i,aq−2
i

))), χi =
∑
n≥0

[−nαi]

and Ψ̃i,aq−2
i

is defined by formula (3.7).

Remark 5.2. Here we use the normalization we used in [FHR], which is slightly different
from the normalization we used in [FH2]. The relation between the two is explained in
[FHR, Section 5.8]. The system (5.1) was originally introduced in [MRV1, MRV2] in the
context of affine opers.

5.2. Generalization. We are going to formulate a generalization of the system (5.1), called
the extended QQ-system, which is a system of relations on the variables Qw(ωi),a, w ∈W, i ∈
I, a ∈ C×. It includes equations (5.1) in which we set Qi,a = Qωi,a and Q̃i,a = Qsi(ωi),a.

We will need the following result.

Lemma 5.3. There is a unique family

χw(ωi) ∈ Z[(1− [−α])−1]α∈∆ for w ∈W, i ∈ I

such that χωi = 1 and

(5.2) χwsi(ωi)χw(ωi) = (1− [−w(αi)])
−1
∏
j 6=i

χ
−Ci,j
w(ωj)

if l(wsi) = l(w) + 1.

Recall the topological completion (Z[y±1
i ]i∈I)

v, v ∈ W , of Z[y±1
i ]i∈I defined in Section

3.6. We have a natural embedding

(5.3) ev : Z[(1− [−α])−1]α∈∆ ↪→ (Z[y±1
i ]i∈I)

v

obtained by expanding each (1 − [−α])−1, α ∈ ∆, in positive powers of [−α] if α ∈ v(∆+)
and in positive powers of [α] if α ∈ v(∆+).

In what follows, we will consider χw(ωi) as an element the ring

(5.4) Π
′
=
⊕
v∈W

Y
′v

introduced in Section 3.6, whose component in Y
′v is ev(χw(ωi)) (note that according to the

definitions given in Section 3.6, we have natural inclusion (Z[y±1
i ]i∈I)

v ⊂ Y
′v).

Remark 5.4. With this interpretation of χw(ωi), the relations (5.2) coincide with the image
of the extended QQ-system (5.1) under the map $ (i.e. we forget the spectral parameters
in (5.2)).

Proof of Lemma 5.3. By induction on the length of w, we prove that there exists a unique
solution of this system that a priori depends on both i ∈ I and w ∈W . Moreover, it follows
by induction that the highest weight term of

ee(χw(ωi)) ∈ (Z[y±1
i ]i∈I)

e = Z[[y−1
i ]]i∈I

is equal to 1. It remains to show that this solution only depends on w(ωi).
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To do that, recall the operators Θ′w defined in Proposition 3.17. Since Σi,a = Ψ̃
−1

i,aΘ′i(Ψi,aq2i
)

and Ai,a = [αi]Ψ̃i,aΨi,aΨ̃
−1

i,aq−2
i

Ψ−1
i,aq2i

, applying $ ◦ Θ′w to equation (3.18), we obtain that

χw(ωj) = $(Θ′w(Ψi,a)), w ∈W , is a solution of the system (5.2).

Now, by Proposition 3.18 and Lemma 2.2, $(Θ′w(Ψi,a)) depends on w(ωi) up to a factor
in ±t×. But the leading term of ee($(Θ′w(Ψi,a))) = $(Ee(Θ

′
w(Ψi,a))) must be equal to 1

because it is a solution of our system, as we have shown above. Therefore, $(Θ′w(Ψi,a))
depends only on w(ωi). �

Example 5.5. For i ∈ I and w = si, we have

χsi(ωi) = (1− [−αi])−1.

Therefore

ee(χsi(ωi)) =
∑
n≥0

[−nαi]

which is the series χi from Theorem 5.1.

For α ∈ ∆, we set [α]+ = 1 if α ∈ ∆− and [α]+ = −[α] if α ∈ ∆−.

Recall the ring Π
′

defined in Section 3.7. We introduce the following elements of Π
′

for
w ∈W , i ∈ I, and a ∈ C×:

(5.5) Q′w(ωi),a
= Ψw(ωi),aQw(ωi),a, Qw(ωi),a = χw(ωi)Q

′
w(ωi),a

.

According to Conjecture 4.8, we have

(5.6) Ee(Qw(ωi),a) = χq(L(Ψw(ωi),a)) · ee(χw(ωi)/χ(L(Ψw(ωi),a)).

Theorem 5.6. For all i ∈ I, w ∈W , a ∈ C×, we have the extended QQ-system in Π
′

Qwsi(ωi),aqiQw(ωi),aq
−1
i
− [−w(αi)]Qwsi(ωi),aq−1

i
Qw(ωi),aqi

= [−w(αi)]+
∏

j,Ci,j=−1

Qw(ωj),a

∏
j,Ci,j=−2

Qw(ωj),aqQw(ωj),aq−1

∏
j,Ci,j=−3

Qw(ωj),aq2Qw(ωj),aQw(ωj),aq−2 ,

where [−w(αi)]+ = 1 if w(αi) ∈ ∆+ and [−w(αi)]+ = −[−w(αi)] if w(αi) ∈ ∆−.

Remark 5.7. For each w′ ∈ W , by applying Ew′ to the extended QQ-system in Theorem

5.6, we obtain a relation between the expansions Ew′(Qw(ωj),a) in the ring Y
′w′ introduced in

Section 3.7. Our proof below is given in the ring Π
′

which is the direct sum of Y
′w′ over all

w′ ∈W . Hence we also obtain the proof of the corresponding relations in Y
′w′for each w′.

Proof of Theorem 5.6. First let us consider

(5.7) Σi,w,a = Θw(Σi,a)Q
−1
wsi(ω),aq2i

.

We can express Σi,w,a in terms of the Qw(ωj),b in the following way.
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Lemma 5.8. For any i ∈ I, w ∈W , a ∈ C×, we have

Λ(Σ−1
i,w,a)Σi,w,a

$(Λ(Σ−1
i,w,a)Σi,w,a)

=

Qw(ωi),a

∏
j,Ci,j=−1

Q−1
w(ωj),aqi

∏
j,Ci,j=−2

Q−1
w(ωj),aq2

Q−1
w(ωj),a

∏
j,Ci,j=−3

Q−1
w(ωj),aq3

Q−1
w(ωj),aq

Q−1
w(ωj),aq−1 .

Proof. We have

Θwsi(Yi,a) = Θw(Yi,aA
−1

i,aq−1
i

)
Θw(Σi,aq−3

i
)

Θw(Σi,aq−1
i

)
= Λ(Θwsi(Yi,a))

Qwsi(ωi),aq−1
i

Qwsi(ωi),aqi
,

Θw(Yi,aA
−1

i,aq−1
i

) = Λ(Θwsi(Yi,a))
Σi,w,aq−1

i

Σi,w,aq−3
i

,

(5.8) Θw(A−1
i,a ) = Λ(Θwsi(Yi,a)Θw(Y −1

i,a ))
Σi,w,aQw(ωi),aq2i

Σi,w,aq−2
i
Qw(ωi),a

.

But from (4.2) and the definition of Ai,a, we obtain

Θw(Ai,a)Λ(Θw(A−1
i,a )) =

Qw(ωi),aq
−2
i

Qw(ωi),aq2i

∏
j,Cj,i=−1

Qw(ωj),aqj

Qw(ωj),aq
−1
j

∏
j,Cj,i=−2

Qw(ωj),aq2

Qw(ωj),aq−2

∏
j,Cj,i=−3

Qw(ωj),aq3

Qw(ωj),aq−3

,

which gives the formula in the lemma. �

Now we can finish the proof of Theorem 5.6. By (3.18), we have

Σi,a = 1 +A−1
i,aΣi,aq−2

i
and so Θw(Σi,a) = 1 + Θw(A−1

i,a )Θw(Σi,aq−2
i

),

Qwsi(ωi),aq2i
Σi,w,a = 1 + Λ(Θwsi(Yi,a)Θw(Y −1

i,a ))
Σi,w,aQw(ωi),aq2i

Σi,w,aq−2
i
Qw(ωi),a

Qwsi(ωi),aΣi,w,aq−2
i
.

Then we obtain

Qwsi(ωi),aq2i
Qw(ωi),a =

Qw(ωi),a

Σi,w,a
+ Λ(Θwsi(Yi,a)Θw(Y −1

i,a ))Qwsi(ωi),aQi,w,aq2i
.

After a shift of spectral parameters by q−1
i , using Lemma 5.8, we obtain that

Λ(Σi,w,aq−1
i

)Qwsi(ωi),aqiQw(ωi),aq
−1
i
− Λ(Σi,w,aq−3

i
)Λ(Θw(A−1

i,aq−1
i

))Qwsi(ωi),aq−1
i
Qw(ωi),aqi

= $(Λ(Σi,w,a)Σ
−1
i,w,a)

∏
j,Ci,j=−1

Qw(ωj),a

∏
j,Ci,j=−2

Qw(ωj),aqQw(ωj),aq−1×

×
∏

j,Ci,j=−3

Qw(ωj),aq2Qw(ωj),aQw(ωj),aq−2 .
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We have Λ(Σi,w,a) = Λ(Θw(Σi,a)) as Λ(Qwsi(ωi),a) = 1. Formula (5.8) implies that

(5.9) Λ(Θw(A−1

i,aq−1
i

)) = [−w(αi)]
Ψwsi(ωi),aq

−1
i

Ψw(ωi),aqiΛ(Σi,w,aq−1
i

)

Ψwsi(ωi),aqiΨw(ωi),aq
−1
i

Λ(Σi,w,aq−3
i

)
.

Besides, from the explicit expression of Ai,a, the same computation as above gives

(5.10) Λ(Θw(Ai,a)) = [w(αi)]
Ψ̃
−1

w(ωi),aq
−2
i

Ψw(ωi),a

Ψ̃
−1

w(ωi),aΨw(ωi),aq2i

where

Ψ̃w(ωi),aq
−1
i

= Ψ−1

w(ωi),aq
−1
i

×
∏

j,Ci,j=−1

Ψw(ωj),a

∏
j,Ci,j=−2

Ψw(ωj),aqΨw(ωj),aq−1

∏
j,Ci,j=−3

Ψw(ωj),aq2Ψw(ωj),aΨw(ωj),aq−2 .

Note that Ψ̃ωi,a is equal to Ψ̃i,a from Example 3.8,(ii). Therefore from (5.9) and (5.10) we
obtain that

Λ(Σi,w,a) = $(Λ(Σi,w,a))Ψ̃
−1

w(ωi),aΨwsi(ωi),aq2i
.

This gives

Ψwsi(ωi),aqiΨw(ωi),aq
−1
i
Qwsi(ωi),aqiQw(ωi),aq

−1
i
−

[−w(αi)]Ψwsi(ωi),aq
−1
i

Ψw(ωi),aqiQwsi(ωi),aq−1
i
Qw(ωi),aqi

= Ψwsi(ωi),aqiΨw(ωi),aq
−1
i

Ψ̃w(ωi),aq
−1
i

Ψ−1
(wsi)(ωi),aqi

$(Σ−1
i,w,a)×

×
∏

j,Ci,j=−1

Qw(ωj),a

∏
j,Ci,j=−2

Qw(ωj),aqQw(ωj),aq−1

∏
j,Ci,j=−3

Qw(ωj),aq2Qw(ωj),aQw(ωj),aq−2 .

Note that

$(Σ−1
i,w,a) = $(Θw(Σ−1

i,a )) = w($(Σ−1
i,a )) = (1− [−w(αi)]).

Therefore, we have

Q′wsi(ωi),aqiQ
′
w(ω)i,aq

−1
i
− [−w(αi)]Q

′
wsi(ωi),aq

−1
i
Q′w(ωi),aqi

= (1− [−w(αi)])
∏

j,Ci,j=−1

Q′w(ωj),a

∏
j,Ci,j=−2

Q′w(ωj),aq
Q′w(ωj),aq−1×

×
∏

j,Ci,j=−3

Q′w(ωj),aq2
Q′w(ωj),a

Q′w(ωj),aq−2 ,

which is the extended QQ-system. Theorem 5.6 is proved. �
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5.3. Extended QQ-system Conjecture. Conjecture 4.8, injectivity of the q-character
homomorphism, and Theorem 5.6 (in which we apply the projection Ee to the Qw(ωi),a),
imply the following conjecture, which we call the Extended QQ-system Conjecture. It
describes a system of relations in K0(O) generalizing the QQ-system of Theorem 5.6. In
Theorem 7.1, we will establish it together with Conjecture 4.8 for all g of rank 2.

In what follows we will use the notation

(5.11) χw(ωi) := ee(χw(ωi)).

Conjecture 5.9. Let w ∈W . For any i ∈ I and a ∈ C×, we have in K0(O) the relations

(5.12) Q(wsi)(ωi),aqiQw(ωi),aq
−1
i
− [−w(αi)]Q(wsi)(ωi),aq

−1
i

Qw(ωi),aqi = [−w(αi)]+·

·
∏

j,Ci,j=−1

Qw(ωj),a

∏
j,Ci,j=−2

Qw(ωj),aqQw(ωj),aq−1

∏
j,Ci,j=−3

Qw(ωj),aq2Qw(ωj),aQw(ωj),aq−2 ,

where

(5.13) Qw(ωi),a = [L(Ψw(ωi),a)] · χw(ωi)/χ(L(Ψw(ωi),a)).

6. Shifted quantum affine algebras

A drawback of the conjectural formula (4.7) for the q-character χq(L(Ψw(ωi),a)) is that
for a general Lie algebra g we don’t have an explicit expression for the third factor on the
right hand side of (4.7); namely, the ordinary character χ(L(Ψw(ωi),a)) (not even for w = e
or sj ,∈ I). This is not important for the extended TQ-relations because χq(L(Ψw(ωi),a))
enters in them through the ratios

χq(L(Ψw(ωi),aq
−1
i

))

χq(L(Ψw(ωi),aqi))

in which the factors χ(L(Ψw(ωi),a)) cancel out. But the variables Qw(ωi),a appearing in the
QQ-system of Conjecture 5.9 correspond to a particular normalization of χq(L(Ψw(ωi),a)) (or
equivalently, [L(Ψw(ωi),a)]) given by formulas (5.6) and (5.13). This suggests that perhaps
the factor χw(ωi)/χ(L(Ψw(ωi),a)) appearing in these formulas is equal to 1. However, this
is not the case, even for w = e, when χωi = 1 but χ(L(Ψωi,a)) is known to be an infinite
series.

Nonetheless, it turns out that there are certain modifications of Uq(ĝ) called shifted quan-

tum affine algebras for which there are analogous representations Lsh(Ψw(ωi),a)) satisfying
(conjecturally, in general) the extended TQ- and QQ-systems and for which we expect that

(6.1) χ(Lsh(Ψw(ωi),a)) = χw(ωi), ∀w ∈W.

In this section we recall the definition of the shifted quantum affine algebras and their
categories of representations analogous to the category O, and formulate the analogues
of the extended TQ- and QQ-systems for representations from these categories. We also
conjecture q-character formulas for these representations in Conjecture 6.8. In the next
section, we will establish these conjectures for all Lie algebras of rank 2.
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6.1. Representations of shifted quantum affine algebras. We collect some informa-
tion on the shifted quantum affine algebras of [FT] and of their representations (see [He]
for more details and references).

Fix an integral coweight µ of g. The following definition is due to [FT].

Definition 6.1. The shifted quantum affine algebra Uµq (ĝ) is the algebra with the same
Drinfeld generators (2.2) as the algebra Uq(ĝ) and the same relations except that the defi-
nition of the series φ−i (z) given in (2.3) is modified as follows:

(6.2) φ−i (z) =
∑
m∈Z

φ−i,mz
m = φ−i,αi(µ)z

αi(µ) exp

(
−(qi − q−1

i )
∑
r>0

hi,−rz
−r

)
(the definition of the series φ+

i (z) stays the same). In addition, we impose the condition

that φ+
i,0 and φ−i,αi(µ) are invertible (but they are not necessarily inverse to each other).

Note that in particular, for i ∈ I, we have set φ+
i,m = 0 for m < 0 and φ−i,m = 0 for

m > αi(µ).

We define the category Oµ of Uµq (ĝ) modules similarly to the category O of Uq(b̂)-modules
in Definition 2.10. The notions of Cartan-diagonalizable representation and weight spaces
Vω are the same as before.

Definition 6.2. [He] A Uµq (ĝ)-module V is said to be in category Oµ if
i) V is Cartan-diagonalizable;
ii) for all ω ∈ t× we have dim(Vω) <∞;
iii) there exist a finite number of elements λ1, · · · , λs ∈ t× such that the weights of V are

in
⋃

j=1,··· ,s
D(λj).

Theorem 6.3. [He] The simple representations Lsh(Ψ) in Oµ are parametrized by rational
`-weights Ψ = (Ψi(z))i∈I in r such that

µ =
∑
i∈I

deg(Ψi(z))ω
∨
i ∈ P∨.

Each representation V in the category Oµ has a q-character

χq(V ) =
∑
Ψ∈rµ

dim(VΨ)[Ψ]

where VΨ is the `-weight space of `-weight Ψ as above and rµ is the group of rational
`-weights Ψ = (Ψi(z))i∈I such that deg(Ψi(z)) = αi(µ) for each i ∈ I.

Theorem 6.4. [He] The `-weights of a simple representations in Oµ belong to rµ.

As in the case of Uq(b̂), the q-character map extends to an injective group homomorphism

(6.3) χq : K0(Oµ)→ E`.

Using the fusion product of simple representations constructed from the deformed Drin-
feld coproduct, the following result was established in [He]. Note that this fusion procedure
is known to work for simple representations but not for arbitrary representations in Oµ.
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Theorem 6.5. The direct sum K :=
⊕

µ∈P∨ K0(Oµ) has a ring structure such that the

product of elements from K0(Oµ) and K0(Oν) belongs to K0(Oµ+ν) and the maps χq given by
(6.3) combine into an injective ring homomorphism from K to E`. Moreover, the structure
constants on simple representations are positive integers.

Remark 6.6. The ring K will be studied from the point of view of cluster algebras in [GHL].

6.2. Langlands dual Lie algebra. We have already seen the occurrence of the Langlands
dual Lie algebra Lg in the context of the `-weights Ψw(ωi),a (see Remark 3.7). In the context
of representations of shifted quantum affine algebras recalled in the preceding subsection,
we also assign the coweight ω∨k to Ψk,a that suggests a connection to Lg.

Now for i ∈ I, define φi : PQ → P∨Q as a homomorphism of W -modules given by the
formula

φi(ωk) =
dk
di
ω∨k , k ∈ I.

Then we have

φi(αk) =
∑
j∈I

Cj,k
dj
di
ω∨j =

dk
di

∑
j∈I

Ck,jω
∨
j =

dk
di
α∨k .

Indeed,

φi(sj(ωk)) = φi(ωk − δj,kαk) =
dk
di

(ω∨k − δj,kα∨k ) =
dk
di

(sj(ω
∨
k )) = sj(φi(ωk)).

In particular for w ∈W , we have

φi(w(ωi)) = w(ω∨i )

and so

φi(W · ωi) = W · ω∨i ⊂ P∨.

We obtain the following.

Proposition 6.7. Let i ∈ I, w ∈W and a ∈ C×.
(1) The coweight associated to Ψw(ωi),a is

w(ω∨i ) = φi(w(ωi)),

that is the image of the weight of Yw(ωi)(z) by φi.

(2) The coweight µ associated to Lsh(Ψw(ωi),a) is

µ = w(ω∨i ).

Thus, Lsh(Ψw(ωi),a) is a simple object of the category Ow(ω∨i ).

Part (2) follows from part (1) and the definition of coweights of simple representations
of shifted quantum affine algebras.
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6.3. Conjectural q-character formula. We now formulate a more explicit version of
Conjecture 4.8 for shifted quantum affine algebras.

Conjecture 6.8. The q-character of the simple representation Lsh(Ψw(ωi),a) is

χq(L
sh(Ψw(ωi),a)) = [Ψw(ωi),a]Ee(Qw(ωi),a)χw(ωi).

In particular, its character is equal to χw(ωi):

χ(Lsh(Ψw(ωi),a)) = χw(ωi).

Example 6.9. (i) The conjecture is true for w = e because it is known that Lsh(Ψi,a) is a
one-dimensional representation by [He, Example 4.13].

(ii) The conjecture is true for a simple reflexion w = si because by [He, Example 5.2], we
have

χq(L(Ψ̃i,a)) = Ψ̃i,aEe(Σi,a).

Remark 6.10. Note that Conjecture 6.8 implies positivity of χw(ωi) for any w ∈W , i ∈ I,
which is a purely combinatorial statement.

Theorem 5.6 and Conjecture 6.8 imply the following analogue of Conjecture 5.9 for shifted
quantum affine algebras (here we use the multiplicative structure of Theorem 6.5).

Conjecture 6.11. The extended QQ-system (5.12) is satisfied if we set

(6.4) Qw(ωi),a = [Lsh(Ψw(ωi),a)].

The proof of Conjecture 6.8 (which implies Conjecture 6.11) for rank 2 Lie algebras will
be given in the next section.

7. Rank 2 Lie algebras

We prove Conjecture 4.8 (hence also 3.9, 3.10, and 5.9) and Conjecture 6.8 (hence also
6.11) for all rank 2 Lie algebras.

Theorem 7.1. Conjectures 4.8 and 6.8 hold for rank 2 Lie algebras.

This is clear for type A1 ×A1 from the case of sl2 discussed above.
For i ∈ I, a ∈ C× and α ≥ 0, define the element of M,

V
(α)
i,a := (Ai,aAi,aq−2

i
· · ·Ai,aq2−2α

i
)−1, α > 0, V

(0)
i,a := 1.

We will also use the notation ai = [αi].

Type A2

It suffices to consider the case i = 1 from the symmetry of the Dynkin quiver. We have :

χω1 = 1 , χω2−ω1 =
1

1− a−1
1

, χ−ω2 =
1

(1− a−1
1 a−1

2 )(1− a−1
2 )

,

Ψω1,a = Ψ1,a , Ψω2−ω1,a = Ψ−1
1,aq−2Ψ2,a , Ψ−ω2,a = Ψ−1

2,aq−3 .
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Now the cases w = e, s2, s1, s1s2 follow from the discussion above. It suffices to treat the
case w = s2s1. We have by [FH3, Section 4.6]

Ee(Qw(ω1),a) =
∑

0≤β≤α
V

(α)
2,aq−3V

(β)
1,aq−2 ,

χw(ω1) = $(Ee(Qw(ω1),a)) = ee

(
1

(1− a−1
2 )(1− a−1

1 a−1
2 )

)
.

This can be compared with [FH3, Example 6.1]. Now, this corresponds to a negative
prefundamental representations, and by [HJ, Section 4.1] we have

χq(L(Ψ−1
2,aq−3)) = Ψ−1

2,aq−3Ee(Qw(ω1),a) = Ψ−1
2,aq−3χ(L(Ψ−1

2,aq−3))Ee(Qw(ω1),a)(χw(ω1))
−1.

But by [He, Corollary 4.11] this is also χq(L
sh(Ψ−1

2,aq−3)).

Type B2

We denote d1 = 2, d2 = 1. We have

χω1 = 1 , χ2ω2−ω1 =
1

1− a−1
1

, χω1−2ω2 =
1

(1− a−1
1 a−2

2 )(1− a−1
2 )

,

χ−ω2 = χ1,s1s2s1s2 =
1

(1− a−1
1 a−2

2 )(1− a−1
1 )(1− a−1

1 a−1
2 )

,

χω2 = 1 , χω1−ω2 =
1

1− a−1
2

, χω2−ω1 =
1

(1− a−1
1 a−1

2 )(1− a−1
1 )2

,

χ−ω2 =
1

(1− a−1
1 a−1

2 )(1− a−1
2 )(1− a−1

1 a−2
2 )2

.

The orbit of `-weights are :

Ψω1,a = Ψ1,a , Ψ2ω2−ω1 = Ψ−1
1,aq−4Ψ2,aq−2 , Ψω1−2ω2 = Ψ−1

2,aq−4Ψ1,aq−2 , Ψ−ω1,a = Ψ−1
1,aq−6 ,

Ψω2,a = Ψ2,a , Ψω1−ω2 = Ψ−1
2,aq−2Ψ1,aq−2Ψ1,a , Ψω2−ω1 = Ψ2,aq−4Ψ−1

1,aq−6Ψ
−1
1,aq−4 , Ψ−ω2,a = Ψ−1

2,aq−6 .

The cases w = e, s2, s1 follow from the discussion above. It suffices to treat the cases :

(A) s2s1(ω1) = ω1−2ω2, (B) (s1s2s1)(ω1) = −ω1, (C) (s1s2)(ω2) = ω2−ω1 , (D) (s2s1s2)(ω2) = −ω2.

The cases (B) and (D) correspond to negative prefundamental representations and can
be treated as in type A2 above. More precisely, let i = 1 or 2, we have Ψ−ωi,a = Ψ−1

i,aq−6 .

By [FH3, Section 4.7] (formulas (4.34) and (4.47)) :

Ee(Q−ω1,a) =
∑

0≤γ≤β/2≤α

V
(α)

1,aq−6V
(β)

2,aq−4V
(γ)

1,aq−4 .

Ee(Q−ω2,a) =
∑

0≤β≤α/2,0≤β′≤(α+1)/2,0≤γ≤Min(1+2β,2β′−1)

V
(α)

2,aq−6V
(β)

1,aq−6V
(β′)

1,aq−4V
(γ)

2,aq−2 .
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We have χ−ωi = $(Ee(Q−ωi,a)). Now by [HJ], χq(L(Ψ−1
i,aq−6)) can be obtained as a limit

of q-characters of Kirillov-Reshetikhin modules whose q-character can be obtained algorith-
mically. Comparing these results, we obtain

χq(L(Ψ−1
i,aq−6)) = Ψ−1

i,aq−6Ee(Q−ωi,a) = Ψ−1
i,aq−6χ(L(Ψ−1

i,aq−6))Ee(Q−ωi,a)(χ−ωi)
−1.

But by [He, Corollary 4.11], this is also χq(L
sh(Ψ−1

i,aq−6)).

Case (A): by formula (4.45) of [FH3, Section 4.7], we have

Ee(Qω1−2ω2,a) =
∑

0≤2β≤α
V

(α)
2,aq−4V

(β)
1,aq−4 .

An explicit construction of the representation Lsh(Ψ1,aq−2Ψ−1
2,aq−4) (similar to [He, Example

5.2]) implies that its q-character is equal to Ψ1,aq−2Ψ−1
2,aq−4Ee(Qω1−2ω2,a). We have again

χs2s1(ω1) = $(Ee(Qω1−2ω2,a)). Also, a computation as in [FH1] shows that

χq(L(Ψω1−2ω2,a)) = Ψω1−2ω2,aχ(L(Ψω1−2ω2,a))Ee(Qω1−2ω2,a)(χs2s1(ω1))
−1.

Case (C) : by [FH3, Section 4.7] Formula (4.41), we have

Ee(Qω2−ω1,a) =
∑

0≤β≤Min(2α,2α′+1)

V
(α)

1,aq−4V
(α′)

1,aq−6V
(β)

2,aq−2 .

An explicit construction of the representation Lsh(Ψ2,aq−4Ψ−1
1,aq−4Ψ

−1
1,aq−6) (similar to [He,

Example 5.2]) gives that its q-character is equal to Ψ2,aq−4Ψ−1
1,aq−4Ψ

−1
1,aq−6Ee(Qω2−ω1,a).

Also, a computation as in [FH1] shows that

χq(L(Ψω2−ω1,a) = Ψω2−ω1,aχ(L(Ψω2−ω1,a))Ee(Qω2−ω1,a)(χs1s2(ω2))
−1.

Type G2

We denote d1 = 3, d2 = 1. We have

χω1 = 1 , χ3ω2−ω1 =
1

1− a−1
1

, χ2ω1−3ω2 =
1

(1− a−1
1 a−3

2 )(1− a−1
2 )

,

χ−2ω1+3ω2 =
1

(1− a−1
1 a−3

2 )(1− a−1
1 )2(1− a−1

1 a−1
2 )

,

χω1−3ω2 =
1

(1− a−2
1 a−3

2 )(1− a−1
1 a−2

2 )(1− a−1
1 a−3

2 )2(1− a2)
,

χ−ω1 =
1

(1− a−2
1 a−3

2 )2(1− a−1
1 a−1

2 )(1− a1)(1− a−1
1 a−2

2 )(1− a−1
1 a−3

2 )
,

χω2 = 1 , χω1−ω2 =
1

1− a−1
2

, χ2ω2−ω1 =
1

(1− a−1
1 a−1

2 )(1− a−1
1 )3

,

χω1−2ω2 =
1

(1− a−1
1 a−1

2 )(1− a−1
2 )2(1− a−1

1 a−2
2 )

,

χω2−ω1 =
1

(1− a−1
1 a−1

2 )2(1− a−1
1 )3(1− a−1

1 a−2
2 )(1− a−2

1 a−3
2 )3

,
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χ−ω2 =
1

(1− a−1
1 a−1

2 )(1− a−1
2 )(1− a−1

1 a−2
2 )3(1− a−2

1 a−3
2 )2(1− a−1

1 a−3
2 )3

.

The orbit of `-weights are :

Ψω1,a = Ψ1,a , Ψ3ω2−ω1 = Ψ−1
1,aq−6Ψ2,aq−3 , Ψ2ω1−3ω2 = Ψ−1

2,aq−5Ψ1,aq−4Ψ1,aq−2 ,

Ψ−2ω1+3ω2 = Ψ2,aq−7Ψ−1
1,aq−10Ψ

−1
1,aq−8 , Ψω1−3ω2 = Ψ−1

2,aq−9Ψ1,aq−6 , Ψ−ω1,a = Ψ−1
1,aq−12 ,

Ψω2,a = Ψ2,a , Ψω1−ω2 = Ψ−1
2,aq−2Ψ1,aqΨ1,aq−1Ψ1,aq−3 ,

Ψ2ω2−ω1 = Ψ2,aq−4Ψ2,aq−6Ψ−1
1,aq−5Ψ

−1
1,aq−7Ψ

−1
1,aq−9 ,Ψω1−2ω2 = Ψ−1

2,aq−6Ψ
−1
2,aq−8Ψ1,aq−3Ψ1,aq−5Ψ1,aq−7 ,

Ψω2−ω1 = Ψ2,aq−10Ψ−1
1,aq−9Ψ

−1
1,aq−11Ψ

−1
1,aq−13 , Ψ−ω2,a = Ψ−1

2,aq−12 .

The results for the weight ωi, si(ωi), i = 1, 2, have been treated above. The weights −ωi,
i = 1, 2, correspond to negative prefundamental representations and can be treated as in
type A2 above. The explicit formula for Qi,a can be found in [FH3, Section 4.8].

The other intermediate weights are treated as for type B2 above. For example, we have

Ee(Q2ω1−3ω2,a) =
∑

0≤3β≤α
V

(α)
2,aq−5V

(β)
1,aq−6 ,

and

χq(L(Ψ2ω1−3ω2,a)) = Ψ2ω1−3ω2,aχ(L(Ψ2ω1−3ω2,a))Ee(Q2ω1−3ω2,a)(χs2s1(ω1))
−1.
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